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INTRODUCTION 
The object or this thesis is to discuss the nature 
and sources or racial prejudice in America. 
An attempt is made to determine what conditions 
cause racial prejudice and in what circumstances people 
are affected by them. It is necessary, also, to discover 
what prominent races and nationalities are subjected to 
this prejudice in the United States and what resultant 
sufferings can be most clearly observed in American life 
today. 
The discussion is, however, to be limited chiefly 
to the numerically most important stocks in America 
towards whom prejudice seems most pronounced. 
America represents, to a greater or lesser extent, 
the world's culture and civilization and every possible 
combination and mixture of these. Therefore, it is not 
surprising that she is the center of interest when racial 
problems are to be studied. 
vi 
Such a wide range of meaning attaches to the term 
"race" that an effort has been made in the first chapter 
to indicate the possible popular errors in connection with 
the term, to define the word "race" from the standpoint 
of anthropology, and to explain the particular meaning 
attached to it in this thesis. 
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The author, not being a native, has been able to 
study the problem of racial prejudice only from books and, 
due to limited time, has had no opportunity to gain any 
firsthand knowledge of the subject. 
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CHAPTER I 
DEFINITIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS OF THE TERM 11RACE 11 
Meaning of the term "Race" 
Popular meaning or usee of the term 
.Because of the wide range of meanings popularly 
ascribed to the term "race" it is essential to an accurate 
interpretation of this thesis that the sense in which it 
is used be clearly set forth. 
There is little clarity in regard to the term 
"race." It is often used loosely to indicate groupe of 
men differing in appearance, language, or culture, or 
all of these. 
To speak of the "white race" is to assume that lj 
race is a matter of skin pigmentation; to refer to '1~1 the "Jewish race" is to differentiate race on a basis of religion; a "Latin race" implies a linguistic 1 
criterion, and an "Irish" must mean a race cha- I 
racterized either by ~eographical position or, failing 
that, by temperament. 1, 
"When we speak of racial characteristics we mean 
those traits that are determined by heredity in each race 
and in which all members of the race participate. "8 
But we have to recognize the fact that great diversity of 
1 E. A. Hooton, Y2 from ~ Ape, p. 395. 
8 v. F. Calverton, ~Making of ~. p. 113. 
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these racial traits occurs in every race and that they are 
inherited not racially but in family lines. 
Although the physical traits of a particular man 
from Denmark might be known, he would not be thought of as 
a unique racial type, because there are many individuals 
in Germany, in Switzerland, in France, and probably in 
Italy too, in whom could be found similar physical cha-
racteristics. Thus, there is a great deal of overlapping 
of traits in the individual which does not permit us to 
-recognize definitely his race. There seems a tendency to 
be misled by impressions. Because most of the Swedes are 
blond, blue-eyed, tall, and long-headed, we forget about 
the variations and simply keep in mind familiar charac-
teristics and try to apply them to any member with whom 
we happen to come in contact. 
Correlation between 
Race and language 
There seems to be even more confusion between race 
and language than between the physical characteristics 
and race. 
Many terms which properly apply only to language 
have been used as if they had also a racial 
1 Ibid., pp. 114-15. 
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connotation •••• Latin is, of course, a language, 
and "Latins" can mean only those groups whose 
languages are of Latin origin; among others, the 
French, Italians, Spaniards, Portuguese, and 
Roumanians. Of these, the Spaniards and Portuguese 
are mostly Mediterranean in type, Roumanians are 
largely Alpine, Italians are partly Alpine and partly 
Mediterranean, and the French are a mixture of all 
three European types, with the Alpine predominating. 
Clearly, there is no race or physical type to which 
all Latins may be said to belong. 1 
In the same way the terms "Aryan" and "Semitic" 
are applied indiscriminately. According to the students 
of linguistic science, the name "Aryan" is given to the 
parent language from which most European languages 
developed. And, the Aryans are then those people who 
speak a language derived from original Aryan or Indo-
European; but if people of other races would begin to 
speak the same language then they could also legitimately 
be called by the name "Aryan." As for "Semitic" there is 
no race to which that name can be legitimately applied. 
The Semitic language is spoken by Arabs and Jews. 
As to physical type, Arabs are predominantly 
Mediterranean. Many Jews belong to the same general 
type, but .the·se are definitely in the minority. • • • 
There is clearly no one physical type which can be 
described as Semitic. 8 
Language, race, and culture 
It is a mistake, usually made by the average man, 
1 Otto Klineberg, Race Differences, p. 27. 
8 Ibid., p. 28. 
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to presume that people who speak the same language belong 
to the same race and have similar cultures. But, in 
reality,. as we all know, language, race, and culture are 
not necessarily correlated. In. the United States there 
4 
are millions of Negroes whose mother tongue is English, 
although Negroes do not belong to the white group who speak 
English _in the United States. Thus "the English language 
is not spoken by a unified race. The three fundamental 
white races in Europe--North Europeans, Alpine and 
Mediterranean--each has numerous English-speaking repre-
sentatives in America." 1 According to Edward Sapir, 
although there is common language between Great Britain 
and the United States, "A common language cannot in-
definitely set the seal on a common culture when geograph-
ical, political and economic determinants of the culture 
are no longer the same throughout its area." 2 
Anthropological definition of the term "Race" 
According to anthropologists, race is a zoological 
concept and has to do with physical characteristics. It 
applies solely to the biological groupings of human types. 
Early attempts at a systematic arrangement of the 
human race were made in the eighteenth century. But, 
1 v. F. Calverton, The Making of Man, p. 144. 
8 rug.., p. 148. 
-nhi:P.--
5 
scholars then were neither able to define race nor classify 
it scientifically, and it is interesting to note that in 
the description of different races mental traits are 
included as biological characteristics. 
Linnaeus, who was the first to attempt a scientific 
classification, divided men into three sections, namely, 
Sapiens, ferus, and menstruous. He subdivided Sapiens into 
Europus, Asiaticus, and Afriaus. 
Buffon considered the human race as varieties 
derived from an original white form and developed 
under the influence of climate. Blumenbach dis-
tinguished five races of men--Caucasian, Mongolian, 
Ethiopian, American, and Malayan. Later, form of hair, 
color, form or nose and shape of skull became the 
primary criteria by which the races of men were dis-
tinguished.1 
All anthropologists agree that the criteria of race 
are physical characters and they must be determined by 
heredity. Moreover, it is desirable that they be little 
influenced by environment. Although the physical cha-
racters may vary; for instance the nutrition can change 
the human stature to some extent, yet their significance 
is not destroyed because the change is not enormous in a 
large group of people. 
Thus Klineberg, a contemporary student of race, 
defines race as follows: "A large group of men possessing 
1 Franz Boas, "Race," Encyclopaedia Qt ~Social 
Sciences, XIII, p. 26. 
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in common certain physical characteristics which are 
determined by heredity." 1 
While Professor Hooton recognizes that variations 
ll occur in every race and thus defines a race as, 
A great division of mankind, the members of which 
though individually varying, are characterized as a 
group by a certain combination of morphological and 
metrical features, principally non-adoptive, which 
have been derived from their common descent. 2 
The students of anthropology who have made a study 
of averages and variabilities are able to tell us that 
there is such a vast amount of overlapping between the 
physical traits of different races living in adjacent 
territories that we cannot with assurance place a partic-
ular individual in a particular race group. 8 
Correlation between 
Race and nationality 
It is not possible to exclude nationalities from the 
American "Melting Pot" while describing racial prejudice 
in American life. In this connection Mr. Klineberg states: 
Race is a zoological concept; it refers to physical 
type; nation is a political concept implying boundaries 
and an independent government. The absurdity of 
1 Otto Klineberg, Race Differences, p. 18. 
8 E. A. Hooton, ~ frQm the Ape, p. 397. 
8 Franz Boas, "Race," Encyclopaedia of ~ Social 
Sciences, XIII, p. 27. 
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identifying the two is clearest in the case of the 
American "melting pot" nations, each with an almost 
boundless heterogeneity of physical characteristics. 1 
There has been a continuous intermingling of 
distinct types of people going on for thousands of years 
'• in the whole world and thus nationalities and races have 
r 
been so much mixed up that the attempt to draw lines 
between them is a sheer failure. 
People from eastern Asia coming to Europe; those 
of western and central Asia invading southern Asia; 
North Europeans sweeping over Mediterranean countries; 
Central Africans extending their territories over 
almost the whole of South Africa; people from Alaska 
spreading to northern Mexico, or vice versa; South 
Americans settling almost over the whole eastern part 
of the continent here and there--in short, from 
earliest times on we have a picture of continued move-
ments, and with it of mixtures of diverse people. 8 
This is clearly indicated in the case of European 
countries. The people of different nationalities are 
socially so mixed and the intermixture has gone on for such 
a great length of time, that it is meaningless to identify 
the political boundaries with physical types in Europe. 
There is evidently no French race, no German race, and no 
Italian race belonging to these respective countries. In 
different parts of France there are found all three 
European types, namely, Nordics, Alpine, and Mediterranean. 
In Germany there are a great many Nordics in the North, 
1 Otto Klineberg, Race Differences, pp.25-26. 
2 v. F. Calverton, ~Making of Man, p. 120. 
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but the whole South contains mostly Alpine. The same kind 
of difference in races and regions can be observed in 
Italy. l. 
8 
The foregoing obviously shows that there is no sharp 
line of demarcation between the races and nations. 
Race and culture 
The same could be said about the intermixture of 
race and culture. It is well shown in many cases that 
representatives of different races living under similar 
outer conditions will appear alike in the matter of 
culture, while individuals of the same race living under 
divergent conditions will appear distinct in their cultural 
functions. This could possibly be applied to the imm-
igrants from other countries to the United States. After 
a considerable time, when sufficient assimilation of 
American speech and customs is achieved, they will appear 
more like Americans than like their own countrymen or the 
members of their own race. 
It should be noticed that there is lack of clean-
cut lines between the races and their cultures. One can 
easily find instances in which cultures may not be shared 
by unified races, because races are perplexingly mixed up 
1 Otto Klineberg, Race Differences, p. 26. 
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and this has resulted in vast variation and overlapping 
among races and cultures. 
British and Italian cultures differ in many 
respects; all the way from religion to leisure time 
activities, but to what extent, if any, these varia-
tions may properly be attributed to race is another 
matter. Racially, the North Italian and the neighbor-
ing German are closely related; culturally, their 
differences are greater than those between North and 
South Italian, of quite different stock. 1 
The phrase, "Racial Prejudice" 
9 
In practice, the .phrase, "racial prejudice," is 
applied without much attention being paid to the accurate 
meaning of the term "race." Racial prejudice is not 
necessarily felt only for persons who differ in appearance, 
although in some instances the marked physical differences 
between the races have proved to be a source of longest 
persistence of racial prejudice: the phrase is more closely 
associated with culture and social questions than with 
biological differentiation. The influence of the cultural 
environment is very powerful and the contact of one culture 
with another creates possible conflict groupe, and out of 
that conflict race prejudice emerges. Thus, race becomes 
an important social unit and not a mere aggregation of 
' . 
individuals who are physically uniform. There are people 
whose mores and folkways differ or whose social processes 
1 Donald Young, American Minority Peoples, p. 425. 
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are not similar to those of people of other race, and this 
situation becomes a fertile ground for clashes and mis-
understandings of each other, which we shall examine in the I 
following chapters. The feelings of unfamiliarity and 
strangeness result from such cultural and social diver-
sities and, thus, race prejudice is likely to be as often 
social and cultural as racial. Furthermore, the term 
"race" used in connection with the phrase "racial prej-
udice" may not mean the same to the average person as the 
term "race" means to the anthropologists. Socially this 
term means much more than a zoological fact and it becomes 
a "significant symbol." 
It is recognized in many instances that racial 
prejudice tends to persist longest where there are outer 
marks of differences in appearance, dialect, etc. Accord-
ing to the author of this paper, these noticeable diff-
erences are not a direct and only cause of arousing racial 
prejudice, as Rademaker states about the Japanese. 
Despite the most careful search, no evidence can be 
found that racial characteristics in themselves are 
responsible for prejudicial attitudes. When these 
racial characteristics occur in combination with other 
factors, such as economic and social competition, they 
serve as distinguishing marks which identify Japanese 
and Whites and permit each to develop distinctive 
responses to the others. 1 
There is little doubt that distinct racial traits 
1 E. B. Reuter, editor, Race and Culture Contacts, 
p. 190. . --
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play a considerable role in racial prejudice, which is also 
recognized in the prejudice against the Negro, the Indian, 
the Jews, and against the Asiatics, on the part of the 
white races in America, but these differences should not 
be considered a direct cause of racial prejudice. There 
are many other considerations that enter in before physical 
appearance becomes a cause. 
It is true that the color of skin, physiognomy, 
dress, speech, bodily markings, and the like are elemental 
factors in race prejudice. This is especially true where 
these differences make the assimilation of the group a 
difficult process, but it makes little difference, prac-
tically, whether these physical traits are hereditary and, 
therefore, permanent, or whether they are due to environ-
ment; the effect upon the white group is the same in either 
case. 
Race prejudice as such is a particular class of 
!: social attitudes, originating from culture. Prejudice is 
====·· .. ;, 
the biased attitude toward or the prejudgment of a person 
or a group: it is the emotional reaction "not checked ·at 
all by rational considerations. • • • When prejudice comes 
·r· 
in the door, justice, amity, understanding, and cooperation ,li 
f 
are apt to fly out the window. "1 It should be noted that lr 
1 F. J. Brown and J. L. Roucek, editors, Our Racial 
~National Minorities, p. 538. 
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the essence of prejudice is prejudgment, not dislike; the 
formation of an opinion before an adequate factual basis 
for it is obtained. Certainly there are circumstances 
12 
in which any person 1n possession of the facts about 
another might dislike him, but provided that feeling arises 
out of a thorough understanding of the nature and behavior 
of the person disapproved it can hardly be called prej-
udice. Feelings and actions directed against others are, 
therefore, not to be labelled "prejudiced" unless they 
involve prejudgments. 
OUr attitudes toward the persons of a race different 
from our own are acquired tendencies to act in a social 
situation: these attitudes are conflicting, overlapping, 
and, frequently, socially irrational. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE FUNDAMENTAL SOURCES OF RACIAL PREJUDICE 
The creation of prejudices 
In the first chapter an effort has been made, by 
giving evidences from different authors, to show in what 
sense the term "race" is used ln this thesis. 
In this chapter the motive is to show the reader 
how many different elements are responsible in determining 
racial prejudice and which are the stronger. 
It might be well to make it clear that here we are 
not concerned with the racial prejudice of the individual. 
An individual may have quite friendly relations with the 
members of the other races. When we think of America, the 
·attitude of a particular person is not counted, but, 
rather, the attitude of the majority of persons in America. 
The earlier writers on the subject of racial 
,j 
.: prejudice tend to think that there is an inherent instinc-
Ji 
jj 
H tive race attitude of fear or repulsion as a part of human 
nature. Even as late as 1931, Sir Arthur Keith, speaking 
about prejudices, states, "I am convinced they are inborn; 
are part of the birthright of every child." 1 
1 Sir Arthur Keith, The Place of Prejudice in 
Modern Civilization, p. 26. 
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But as we think carefully about a person's attitudes 
.toward different things, we come to know that these diff-
erent attitudes are not a part of human nature, but, 
rather, a part of human nurture. Children get these 
attitudes very early. The members of each race possess 
attitudes friendly or prejudicial toward the members of 
all other races. But, as Bruno Lasker says, young children 
are apparently free from feelings of disgust, hatred, or 
even mild dislike for persons of another race until they 
have learned the lesson of prejudice from their elders. 
The same thing can be said for friendly attitudes. Our 
attitudes are moulded by the persons and circumstances in 
which we live. These attitudes toward different races are 
so deeply rooted in society that, strictly speaking, each 
individual is born into them as he is born into the air, 
and he does not criticize them any more than a baby 
analyses the air about him before he begins to breathe it. 
Each one is subjected to the influence of these racial 
attitudes before he is capable of reasoning about them. 
Therefore, it is not difficult to understand why earlier 
writers were of the opinion that racial prejudices are 
inborn. But, on the contrary, if children are given 
friendly _attitudes in childhood they do not become race-
conscious, but treat all children as equals. According to 
John Weatherford, "A child does not become conscious of 
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real race differences until it becomes five or six years 
old and wherever there is no race prejudice in the home 
and in the social atmosphere, the child does not become 
race-conscious even after that age." 1 Moreover, he main-
tains that children start life without race prejudice. A 
child who has a negro nurse does not know the difference 
between its mother and that nurse until it becomes old 
!l enough to recognize the difference. He does not necessar-
ily shrink in the presence of a person of another race, 
but he shrinks whenever he comes in contact with any 
strange person, even though it may be his mother's own 
it brother. The child has no race consciousness or instinct 
' 
of race prejudice. He shows a fearful attitude just 
because of unfamiliarity or newness. 
The nature and nurture factors 
Professor Franklin H. Giddings long since pointed 
out that among animals as well as among men, when two 
individuals come in contact with each other for the 
first time, there is a sense of shock due to differ-
ence. The more marked the difference the greater will 
be the psychophysical disturbance. 2 
Thus, an.American child may not become frightened 
in the presence of a person of the white race as much as 
1 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, 
Race Relations, p. 66. 
8 Ibid., p. 65. 
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it would in the presence of a Negro or an Eskimo. 
Mr. Bruno Lasker says that the child reacts in two 
different ways to like stimuli in two distinct situations; 
that is, if a child is put in an environment in which there 
is no racial prejudice, then the child's reaction to the 
members of another race is friendly, but if it has been 
brought up in an atmosphere where the influence of such 
prejudice exists, then the same child reacts in quite a 
different way to the members of the other race. Therefore, 
Lasker comes to the conclusion that there can be no such 
inborn trait and, thus, all the observed responses are the 
result of acquired habits; they are "artificial attitudes" 
which children learn from their environment, and thus he 
pointe out that "The existing confusion on the nature of 
first exhibitions of fear in children in the presence of 
certain phenomena is simply due to faulty obeervation." 1 
And, therefore, when children observe correctly and come 
to know that there is nothing to fear they at once become 
friendly with that strange person or thing. 
Lasker has given an incident in which Dr. Thurman 
tells of spending a week-end in the house of a white 
i: minister who had a four-year-old daughter. The child 
p 
.. 
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evidently had never seen a Negro before, eo when she saw 
1 Bruno Lasker, ~Attitudes in Children, p. 8. 
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Dr. Thurman the first time she rubbed her hands on his face 
and then looked at her hands to see if the black had rubbed 
off. Then she asked him if he was black all over and, 
when assured that he was, she gradually forgot about the 
difference and became quite friendly. 1 
T.he race attitude which children get either from 
"cumulative" experience or from a single forceful experience 
assumes a more or lese permanent character in later life. 
Some believe that children get these fixed ideas 
and prejudiced opinions more effectively from their pereonal
1 I 
experiences than from other children or from grown-up 1 
people. As for example, if a child in school $its beside 
another child of different race, who is unclean and ill-
bred, the former gets an unpleasant impression because he 
has been brought up differently at home. Thus a kind of 
dislike forme in the child's mind. In this connection, 
A child psychologist in an eastern city writes: 
't.Behavior, observation and specific experiences may be 
the cause of prejudice springing up. in the minds of, 
perhaps, one-third of a given group, but the minds of 
the other two-thirds are colored by the attitudes of 
the adult members of their group who discuss people 
of other races in their home, taking pains to bring 
to the fore all the more degrading characteristics 
of the group instead of stressing the similarity of 
their human failings and virtues. In many homes, 
persone_of another race are always spoken of by the 
derisive names applied to their group, such as, 
Ibid., p. 67. 
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-1 
"nigger," 
dignified 
I 
"coon," "wop, 11 "sheenee," instead of the more 1 
term applied to them in books of knowledge." 1 
Social distinctions made in the school, in the 
neighborhood, in clubs, and in many recreational centers, 
also foster a spirit of narrowness which makes adjustment 
difficult between two individuals or groups of different 
race. Children notice that colored children or foreign 
children do not enter their church, or, in some parts of 
the country, their school. Bruno Lasker has put much 
emphasis on this matter of the child who gathers his 
impressions from such situations. We know by experience 
that children are apt to be good observers. They notice 
the things which we never think of, or which we consider 
insignificant. They are easily influenced by the things 
which they observe and, if they are not given any other 
views of those things, the ever-ready memory of the child 
gives such impressions a permanent place in his mind. 
He notices that people of dark skin are "jim-crowed" 
or that they occupy a different part of the town. He 
becomes aware of the fact that immigrants do not belong 
to his church, that the clerks in his father's ·office 
all talk good English and wear good clothes, while the 
men in the mill speak broken English and wear dirty 
clothes. He notices that at the summer hotel there are 
no Jews; that the well-dressed people who call on his 
mother do not include Mexicans or Portuguese. He finds 
that the grown-up people in his set avoid calling 
certain kinds of people "Mister" or avoid sitting next. 
to them on the street car.• 
1 Ibid., p. 94. 
8 ill£. • , p. 122 • 
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Children, however, may not be prejudiced in the 
sense that they develop by their observations actual hatred 
or disgust toward the persons in the above mentioned con-
ditions, but they certainly get impressions from those 
fixed ways of behaving, of the grown-up people, toward 
certain persons of different race and in particular cir-
cumstances. It is quite possible that they may follow 
those ways without being the least race-conscious. But 
these faulty impressions become the basic foundations in 
children's minds and become a fertile soil for racial 
child who has mixed with children of another race in school 
the first consciousness of a racial distance between the 
two groups.'11 This kind of faulty attitude of society, as 
well as of grown-up people in the home, influences 
children's minds toward the dislike of persons of other 
races. 
1 Ibid., p. 197. 
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Bruno Lasker says that sometimes teachers implant 
their personal prejudices in their pupils and many times, 
consciously or unconsciously, pupils are taught racial 
attitudes in such subjects as civics, history, geography, 
and language. He, furthermore, points out that American 
public schools, like those of other countries, have the 
purpose of preserving the established folkways through 
certain courses and functions. 
-I 
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It is the common instrument of thousands of "like-
minded" homes to mold their children to the established 
pattern of their thinking. Since advance is always 
made by individuals, the school necessarily represents 
the community in a conservative mood. Kimball Young 
and J. M. Williams maintain that our American public-
school education represents "the mores and folkways 
which date from an outworn past." 1 
Lasker, furthermore, brings out the fact that 
although motion pictures are being improved nowadays, yet 
they often lead children to prejudicial ideas of persons 
or ways of a different race or nationality, because the 
"majority of the moving pictures seen by children represent, 
in regard to social relations, the more romantic and 
prejudiced currents of public opinion." 8 
Some movies show comic characters who are Negroes 
or foreigners, while some of them show Mexicans and 
Italians as villains. 
1 Ibid., p. 146. 
8 ~., p. 199. 
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In addition to this, the reading material, the 
magazines and newspapers, especially those of the more 
popular kind, the pidgin English or ridiculous diction that 
is put into the mouths of foreigners, as well as comic 
newspaper supplements and, also, political cartoons, have 
their influence in moulding racial attitudee. 1 
One correspondent quotes a Negro theological student 
at a Christian Endeavor conference as complaining that 
"everything evil is painted black; and the Negro is 
thought of as evil because he is black." He told of 
a picture he had seen in which the devil was not only 
depicted as black, but also with kinky hair and thick 
lips. 2 
The foregoing discussion suggests that it is from 
environment that children and also adults get different 
ideas about different races; that there are, therefore, no 
instinctive or inborn prejudices, and. that the striking 
thing is that children absorb all those early impressions 
as naturally as they eat and breathe. 
The in-group and out-group psychology 
For every individual there tend to be both in- and 
out-group sets of attitudes. Mr. Everett Roes Clinchy 
j
1 
states that, "Prejudices against· aliens rest upon cuetom-
u 
:; ary, group-accepted ideas, stereotypes, and emotions about 
f 1, 
1 ~., pp. 205-24. 
8 Ibid., p. 208. 
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all the people in another group thought of as a unit." 1 
The relationship between the in-group and out-group people 
may conventionally consist of disregarding the presence of 
the out-group members. We commonly speak about the aspects 
of in-group attitudes as love, sympathy, respect, loyalty, 
consideration, admiration, etc., and for the attitudes 
toward an out-group we use such terms as hate, revenge, 
-o-_ .· ,.~ 
* .• :·-- ~ I 
distaste, abhorence, disloyalty, etc._ Between the members --
of the family, perhaps people have the strongest in-group 
feeling. The feeling between neighbors or between work 
associates is possibly next strongest, and it will be still 
less shown for other members of the community, tribe, state, 
race, or nation. Clark Wissler pointed out in Man and 
Culture that all individuals are brought up in a culture 
group in whose superiority they firmly believe and they 
would die at a critical time for that culture's continuity. 
People of one culture build fences between themselves and 
outsiders; as, for instance, they object to intermarriages. 
Their center of existence is their group and they nourish 
a collective sense of pride, asserting a sense of 
group worthfulness, and exalting the culture's tested 
values and standards. They are bent upon saving their 
own individuated group life. William Graham Sumner 
called this ethnocentrism. 8 
1 F. J. Brown and J. L. Roucek, editors, Our Racial 
~National Minorities, p. 537. 
8
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The seed of social prejudice is germinated in the 
minds of these culture groups, each of which harbors some 
jealousy or resentment toward those it excludes. To 
emphasize its own "individuated" superiority, it builds 
up an in-group and out-group psychology. 
Professor Sumner first analyzed this. Everybody's 
language has a phrase, "We, THE PEOPLE." That is the 
in-group psychology of the ethnocentric behavior of 
all groups •••• So, also, every language has 
developed opprobrious epithets for outsiders. "Irish 
mick," "dago," "Protestant oup," "uncircumcised pig-
eater," "sheeney," "nigger, 1' and "white trash," are 
some of the derogatory names marking the contemptuous 
feeling toward people who are biologically or 
culturally different. Every racial and cultural 
division in history has suffered from such names, 
and ~inorities as well as majorities have used them. 1 
Social psychologists call this in-group attitude 
toward the members of the out-group, a negative attitude. 
The average individual in our society has a set of more 
or less deeply-rooted negative attitudes. Although they 
are not necessarily based on any experience with members of 
such groups, and there is no necessary relationship between 
these ideas and objective fact, nevertheless, the existence 
of a preconception makes it impracticable to recognize 
the nature of the out-group members even after long as-
sociation. These conventional attitudes, which are of 
cultural origin, are taken over by the individuals unaware. 
They are mostly unreasonable and self-contradictory. 
1 Ibid., p. 539. 
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Mr. E. R. Clinchy points out that the people of the 
in-group have a tendency to exaggerate the weaknesses of 
the out-group people and do not hesitate to believe all 
manner of evil about them, and often make false generaliza-
tions. These attitudes are within our sub-conscious mind 
and are related to the "deep emotion of fear - fear of 
the "outlandish ways" -fear of the unknown." 1 
Moreover, people tend to multiply personal friend-
ships with those in their group, but do not lessen the 
distance between themselves and outsiders. They help 
members of their own clan, but hate the outsiders. 8 
Racial prejudices are thus created by the above 
discussed conditions existing in the in-groups and out-
groups. Social prejudices, which are evidently the result 
of these attitudes of the in-group and out-group people, 
are not felt by only ignorar1t or uneducated persons, but 
those who are, otherwise, thoughtful and educated are 
subjected to them. 
There are no individuals, however "sophisticated," 
however "scientific," who are completely emancipated 
from social prejudices. In the world War, college 
presidents, scientists in laboratories, millionaire 
corporation directors, and clergymen joined uncrit-
ically in calling all Germans "Beasts," "Huns." 8 
1 Ibid., p. 540. 
a~., p. 540. 
8 Ibid., p. 540. 
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Racial antagonism and antipathies 
Racial antagonisms are or recent origin. Weatherford, 
Johnson, and many other writers have recognized this fact. 
There were frequent conflicts and almost constant warfare 
between races and nations; history is full of such bloody 
events, but they were not felt by the people of that time 
as race antagonisms. 
Y~. Weatherford and Mr. Johnson give one reason why 
that antagonism was not recognized; it is that race itself 
was an undetermined classification. 
John L. Myers. • • • notes that until the latter 
part of the eighteenth century no one had doubted 
"that man so far as he could be regarded as animal at 
all, formed a single indivisible species. 11 The Oxford 
English Dictionary quotes no occurrence of the word 
"race" in the present-day sense from any writer 
earlier than Goldsmith in 1774 .••• Viscount Bryce 
points out that "down to the days of the French 
Revolution there had been very little in any country 
at any time, of self-conscious racial feeling." 1 
According to Weatherford-Johnson, the first, real, conscious 
antagonism based upon race can be observed in the Negro-
white relations in America. 
Racial antagonism tends to develop wherever there 
is some form of cultural conflict. When different cultures 
are brought together there is always possibility of con-
flict of interests. ''When members of one race migrate into 
1 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles s. Johnson, 
~ Relations, p. 50. 
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the midst of another race recognized as different in 
cultural background and physical characteristics there 
results a complication of human relations that soon begins 
to express itself in one way or another." 1 It is not 
likely that people of different cultural background and 
different physical characteristics would get along without 
racial conflicts. But if the cultures are similar then 
there is more possibility of friendly relations between 
the two racial groups. While cultures are dissimilar there 
is much danger of antagonism. Gillin has pointed out in 
this connection that, 
If the number of the migrants is relatively small, 
they may be accepted with curiosity and more or less 
indifference; but as their numbers increase, this · 
attitude of indifference gives way to a growing race 
prejudice; and this race prejudice persists just as 
long as either the cultural or the physical differences 
remain recognized by either of the races. 8 . 
Out of the conflict of cultures has arisen an 
American Negro problem. The physical differences, however, 
do not form a permanent barrier to race harmony. As people 
get acquainted with the persons of different physical 
characteristics, that prejudice soon disappears. "Skin-
prejudice" is eliminated in the case of Southerners by 
constant social intercourse with the Negroes. But 
1 J. L. Gillin, Social Problems, p. 68. 
8 Ibid., p. 68. 
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differences in cultural background constitute a major 
problem. Mr. Gillin goes further than this and says that 
the differences in culture between American-Negro and 
American are home-made and, therefore, it is harder to 
harmonize the two race cultures. 1 
Economic competition is a fundamental basis of 
racial antagonism. The powerful races, fearing that they 
will lose their economic superiority and with that their 
social status, often have taken drastic steps which have 
merely increased the "militancy of rebellious races." 
Many times, oppressed races after their liberation become 
oppressing races and show prejudices and insistence on 
privileges of the same kind for which they suffered. 
Mr. Gerald T. Robinson in his essay on Racial 
Minorities said that one can easily come to the conclusion 
that the majorities in America have prejudice against the 
Negro, the Indian, the Jews, and the Asiatics, because 
they are afraid that their. "material interest" will be 
injured by those people. 
When workers were needed in the West the Chinese 
were welcomed and imported in large numbers. Race 
relations between the whites and the Chinese were 
characterized by great tolerance .••• When, however, 
the economic emergency passed and the large numbers 
menaced the security of the native workers of the 
1 Ibid. , p • 68 • 
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West, antagonisms developed and stereotypes were 
created, which eventually resulted in Chinese 
exclusion. 1 
The same thing is true for Southern Europeans who 
were encouraged to migrate to this country between 1890 
and 1914. People were glad to receive them because they 
needed more workers and they approved the migration also 
because the rich culture of Southern Europe was mixing in 
the "melting pot." Great movements and programs for 
Americanization were created. But, again, when the old 
question of the workers' economic security was raised by 
the country, the immigration from South Europe was dras-
tically restricted. 2 
It is interesting to note that the highest figures 
for lynching were recorded when Southern white workers 
were struggling hard for economic status and social 
security. 
The race riots which erupted in the North like an 
overripe carbuncle, around the time of the northward 
migration of. the Negroes, had a similar economic fear 
at their origin. The first serious riot, which 
occurred in East st·. Louis·, Illinois, had attributed 
to it no other cogent reason than that of "ignorant 
Negroes from the South coming in and taking the white 
men's jobs." 8 
1 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, Race 
Relatione, pp. 54-55. 
2 Ibid., p. 55. 
8 Ibid., p. 57. 
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When there are such conflicts of race or nationality 
between the people, both parties lose the opportunity for 
sympathetic understanding of the other's different culture, 
and ignorance in this connection is a good foundation for 
developing racial and national prejudices. 
Although the economic root of race conflicts is 
very strong, there is also one other element which cannot 
be explained in economic terms, and that is the belief in 
the superiority of chosen races, which is responsible for 
developing many racial feelings and prejudices. This 
clearly shows in the area where advanced workers have con-
flicted with backward races. For securing the interest of 
their racial claims people often neglect their class 
interests and class solidarity. 
The members or the white race in the south or the 
United States feel their racial supremacy threatened 
and have therefore presented since 1860 a united front 
which has surmounted all class and party distinction 
and has been bent upon maintaining race domination. 1 
The result of this belief in the superiority or 
chosen races does not stop here. The author of this thesis 
has seen the most degrading results or this belief in the 
relationship of English people and Indians. It leads to 
strong discrimination against the members or the weaker 
race in the struggle for employment in industry and in the 
1 Hans Kohn, "Race Conflict," Encyclopaedia of --the 
Social Sciences, XIII, p. 38. 
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1 professions. Indians are usually excluded from higher 
paid positions with which social prestige is connected. 
Englishmen and Indians receive unequal pay for equal work 
and are employed under diverse working conditions, the 
Indians being obliged to accept the dirtiest, most danger-
ous, and most difficult jobs. 
The superior race asserts its superiority by legally 
prohibiting intermarriages and social intercourse and by 
reserving all economic advantage to its members. 
This policy of exclusion tends to maintain and to 
perpetuate the differences in the standard of living, 
in the scale of wages, and in the training of the two 
races, and widens the gulf between them and embitters 
their relationship. 1 
Thus, it is the fear of losing status which keeps 
certain races distinctly apart from others, and bars the 
possibility of establishing friendly relationships. The 
dominant races have never given equal opportunities to 
the less powerful races in the social and economic field, 
and th·e result is that the weaker race is unable to attain 
to the realization of a fuller life and is cut off from 
all possibilities of rising, and both races are made 
permanently conscious of their differences. The "color 
line" becomes definitely drawn and one race comes to regard 
the other as being inferior, or undesirable, or possibly 
1 Ibid., p. 39. 
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both. 
A more intensive study of the behavior of persons 
of one race toward the persons of another, brings otit the 
fact that often people are less inclined to bear with the 
unpleasant characteristics of foreigners than they are 
with those of their own countrymen. Their minds are 
susceptible to antagonism when for the first time they 
come in contact with aliens·. The persons who in childhood 
and adolescent years have accepted uncritically the biases 
of parents and other elders are likely to have the same 
intolerance for foreigners; but such antipathies develop 
simply from lack of sufficient contact and are easily 
overcome when persons get a chance to come into more direct 
contact with those towards whom they were prejudiced. 
E. s. Bogardus classifies the conditions under 
which direct personal experiences turn into racial antip-
athies, as: Olfactory, tactual, gustatory, and visual 
conditions. He says that colored persons do not like the 
bodily odors of white, and white persons dislike the bodily 
odors of colored. Furthermore, the second, tactual con-
ditions "giving rise to race antipathies are emotionally 
unique. Organic reactions are augmented, doubtlessly, by 
other adverse feelings and beliefs originating in one's 
cultural heritage and early training." 1 Gustatory 
1 Emory s. Bogardus, Immigration~ Race Attitudes, 
p. 46. 
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conditions are often created through expression. A man 
may dislike the Chinese because when he was a boy he was 
told that the Chinese ate rats. In the same way a Hindu 
may dislike an American because in his childhood he was 
told that Americans eat beef. 
"The visual conditions are usually complex." Some-
times different physical appearance is responsible; in 
some cases it is the unpleasant sight or visually repulsive 
living conditions which are responsible for arousing 
antipathies. Some people react against a few members of 
a race and then describe the whole race in that way; as 
Bogardus illustrates--"! never liked the looks of his 
nose; his gestures, manners and speech are so hideous that 
they have turned me against him." 1 
Naturally, every man craves security; as w. I. 
Thomas said, it is one of. the fundamental desires of human 
beings. A man feels himself insecure in the presence of 
a stranger, therefore, bodily insecurity is a condition 
which leads to antipathies. 
In addition to the above mentioned conditions, 
"obstrusiveness"--as Bogardus calls it--is a condition 
which arouses antipathies. The person "who monopolizes 
the conversation, who talks repeatedly about himself, 
1 ~.' p. 47. 
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arouses unkind attitudes toward himself." 1 
Foreigners who do better work than the native 
persons because of their industry and enthusiasm are 
counted as "aggressive." If they begin to compete with 
native members by taking important social, political, or 
religious positions, then the natives consider them as 
"unduly aggressive." 8 
The fifth condition classified by Bogardus is 
"unreliability." 
Strangers and foreigners • • • are less careful 
about conducting themselves reliably in their dealings 
with natives than with their racial associates, and 
thus any unreliability they manifest is subject to 
dual exaggeration. The greater the social distance 
the more the native magnifies the immigrant's un-
reliability. Also, the greater the social distance, 
the less careful the immigrant is in regard to 
reliability. a 
A person quickly gets tired of quarrelsome condi-
tions. He develops an unkind attitude toward his quarrel-
some and "fussy" companions. But "He is still less patient 
with immigrant neighbors 'who are all the time haggling 
among themselves,'" states Bogardus. The exciting but, 
nevertheless, friendly conversation of "foreigners" leads 
a person of another race into thinking they are quarreling. 
1 Ibid., p. 53. 
2 Ibid., p. 55. 
8 Ibid., p. 58. 
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Bogardus brought out the next point, "injustice." 
An Indian who dislikes Englishmen finds that the mention of 
the race brings to his mind many kinds of exploitation and 
tryanny practised by Englishmen in India, and elsewhere. 
He may concede that to include all Englishmen in his 
dislike is unfair, but he will admit that he cannot force 
himself to be just. 
Finally, Bogardus points out that the lower-culture 
people stimulate great dislike toward themselves. 
A few low-grade persons can ruin the reftutation of 
a whole race. Observers report that they 'know better" 
than to ·make unfavorable generalizations regarding 
an entire race because of a few cads, but that they 
are unable to dismiss the emotional accompaniments. 1 
The conditions discussed in the preceding few pages 
are not limited to race relations. They are rather the 
usual conditions which stimulate persons to develop dis-
likes and unsympathetic attitudes. But, as has been 
suggested, an average person is less patient in developing 
unkind attitudes when the matter of another race is con-
earned. 
Traditions and mores 
To some extent traditions and mores are responsible 
for anti-racial attitudes. We sometimes wonder why other-
1 Ibid. , p. 62. 
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wise quite thoughtful and educated men and women are 
prejudiced against one or another group of people. The 
answer may be given that it is because people think accord-
ing to the mores of their society. From childhood, 
individuals are used to think and act in a particular way 
as they grow in society. ··"No creed, no moral code, and 
no scientific demonstration can ever win the same hold 
upon men and women, as habits of action, with associated 
sentiments and states of mind, drilled in from childhood." 1 
"
1 In all our thoughts, 1 says Boas, 'we think in 
terms of our own social environment. '" 2 
The mores are folkways which are consciously 
approved and thought to be essential to the group welfare. 
Weatherford-Johnson maintain that people think and act 
according to the beliefs and tastes, as well as the way of 
doing things, given them by traditions and mores of their 
society. Therefore, when a person comes in contact with 
strangers, he reacts in a certain way, which is determined 
by his past experiences. This action is not controlled 
by the mind, or influenced by its relative capability, but 
is the result of past mental impressions. Thus the mores 
are "the generalized philosophy or interpretations of 
1 William Graham Sumner, Folkways, p. 61. 
8 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, 
Race Relations, p. 70. 
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experiences." 1 
Mr. R. M. Maciver says in his book Society that 
"All the life of human beings in all ages and stages of 
culture, is primarily controlled by a vast mass of folk-
ways. The mores are authorities with which one cannot 
argue--they register a vast amount of past experiences. " 9 
Thus, people think that to break over these mores is to 
become an enemy to society, to become anti-social. 
36 
If Whites and Negroes, or Brahmins and Mohammedans 
eat together, each breaks caste because the mores prescribe 
that this must not be done. Herodotus tells us that the 
Egyptians thought the Greeks were unclean because they 
ate cow's meat. Americans would think that Hindus are 
queer because they do not eat meat at all. It is all a 
matter of mores. 
It follows, therefore, that it is not easy to 
understand persons coming from different environments. 
And lack of understanding is a fertile soil from which 
prejudice grows. Racial hatred and antagonism will 
probably continue as long as mores differ, unless humanity 
comes to know that difference of mores does not mean 
difference in capacity, or any inferiority of culture. 
l. ~., p. 71. 
2 R. M. Maciver, Society, p. 17. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND 
OF MAJOR RACES AND NATIONALITIES 
Physical differences 
It is an historically proved fact that wherever 
and whenever various peoples with divergent backgrounds 
come in contact, either as a result of conquest, migration, 
or economic exploitation, the first condition is one of 
conflict between the two groups. 
The mixing of two cultures is apt to create many 
new and complicated changes, and disturbs the social and 
economic order of the natives, as these changes may or 
. may not be satisfactorily adopted by the members of both 
cultural groups. Reuter suggests that the first result 
of the contact of strange peoples is the borrowing of 
material elements. The second is the disturbance of the 
economic order of the native by such changes as a new 
distribution. of workers, a break in work habits, and a. 
general diminishing of work interest; consequently,_ some 
changes occur in basic elements of culture. Owing to 
these changes, individual adjustment and assimilation 
become complicated, which results in personal maladjust-
ment. If, however, the aiien group represents both alien 
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cultural and alien physical characteristics, then the 
conflict will be all the more intense; this is perceived 
in the case of the Negro, Chinese, Japanese, and other 
similar groups in America. But this immediate conflict 
38 
does not last; eventually some sort of adjustment comes. 
This adjustment may or may not be satisfactory. The 
struggle during this period of adjustment is long and, 
naturally, human attitudes take many turns in the process. 
"·They may begin as one and shift to the other. 
The initial attitudes toward the Chinese in Hawaii were 
friendly, presently they became somewhat violently 
antagonistic, and still later they became tolerant if 
not positively friendly." 1 
During this period of adjustment, race-prejudice 
appears as the natural and inevitable concomitant of the 
process. 
If the cultural gulf is so great that it cannot be 
bridged, social conflicts are constantly stimulated. 
Many of the cultural·ways of immigrants are not fully 
understood and misunderstanding creates prejudices. On 
the other hand, the defeated immigrants strive to pre-
. serve their language, customs, and other signs of their 
P• 4. 
. 
1 E. B. Reuter, editor, .Race .and Culture Contacts, 
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former unity, while the natives think that they should be 
Americanized, and should not use their own language, which, 
consequently, results in chronic conflict between the two 
groups. 
As long as immigrants are not in direct contact 
· with the natives and do not come in their way, either 
socially or economically, and remain docile, they are 
tolerated in large numbers. But as soon as they show 
initiative and become energetic by taking the lead in some 
important fields, the competition is recognized and social 
conflicts are stimulated. 
Thus the inevitable conclusion is, that differences 
in culture coupled with striking and unfamiliar physical 
characteristics offer a ground for the development of 
racial prejudice. However, although physical appearance, 
as suggested in the first chapter, may not be the direct 
and only reason for racial prejudice, its part in creating 
and fostering such prejudice, in connection with other 
elements, is certainly not negligible. 
To illustrate the point of this chapter, the main 
and outstanding characteristics of two racial groupe, 
namely, the Negroid and the Mongoloid, will be considered. 
Also, from the White group the physical characteristics 
of the Armenoids, as applied to Jews, will be included. 
Nevertheless, there are many people in America who present 
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a wide range of physical characteristics, and among these 
one cannot lose sight of the "Composites." The reader's 
attention should be drawn to ·the fact that here the concern 
. ' . 
is with only the racial groups who represent a striking 
difference in their appearance, and in which appearance 
has played a major role in racial prejudice. 
The author is aware that there is considerable 
difference in the physical appearance of the three Eurppean 
types. As for example, the stature of the Nordic is tall 
and- the body build is slender, while the Alpine stature is 
short or medium and the body build is· thickest. The head 
form of the Mediterranean is dolichocephalic (long-he~ded), 
. 
while the Alpine has a brachycephalic (short-headed) head 
form. But, as just indicated, these diversities do not 
count so significantly and outstandingly in comparison 
with the Negroid and Mongoloid groups, when~we consider 
the origin and removal of racial prejudice in connection 
with them. 
Furthermore, no attempt shall be made to describe 
the physical characteristics of all the different groups 
and sub-groups of Negroid and Mongoloi_d, but the general 
physical characteristics of each group will be examined 
to form a general background to the understanding of the 
material in the following chapters. 
i' 
' I 
"Armenoid 
Racial Characteristics 
Nose form: convex, high bridged, long and 
often rather wide; thick, depressed tip; 
convex septum exposed by recurving alae; 
nasal index leptorrhine; little or no 
nasion depression; nasal profile continuous 
with slope of forehead. 
Head form: brachycephalic, avera~e 83-86; 
hypsicephalic; head very high, ' sugar-
loaf shaped" rising to a point far back 
and with very flat occiput; wide; forehead 
usually sloping. 
Face form: long and somewhat narrow; 
usually leptoprosopic or mesoprosopic; 
malars .somewhat prominent; mandible 
somewhat small with only moderate chin 
eminence; lips full, lower everted. 
Hair color: black or brown. 
Eye color: brown. 
Skin color: olive or brunet white. 
Hair form: usually wavy, sometimes curly 
or straight. 
Hair quantity: abundant on head, face and 
body, eyebrows thick and meeting· above 
nose. 
Hair texture.: coarse to medium. 
Stature: medium; average 166 to 168 
centimeters. 
Body build: prevailingly thickset, but 
quite variable; tendency toward 
obesity in middle and old age." 1 
1 E. A. Hooton, YQ ~the Ape, p. 504. 
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"Negroid Group 
Characteristics 
1. Hair. form: woolly or frizzly. 
2. Facial protrusion: pronounced. 
3. Skin color: black or dark brown. 
4. Nose form: bridge of nose low and broad; 
short; profile concave or straight, 
rarely convex; tip elevated and thick; 
alae thick and flaring; index 
platyrrhine (chamaerrhine). 
5. Lip form: thick, puffy, everted. 
6. Lower extremity: poorly developed calf, 
protruding heel, low foot arch. 
1. Head form: prevailingly dolichocephalic, 
often hypsicephalic; marked occipital · 
protrusion. 
8. Eye color: dark brown or black. 
9. Hair color: black. 
10. Hair texture: coarse, wiry. 
11. Upper extremity: forearm long relative 
to arm; thumbs relatively short. 
12. Hair distribution: short on head, sparse 
beard and body hair. 
13. Breast·form (female): usually conical. 
14. Buttocks (female}: generallT, less 
projecting than in whites. ' 1 
1 
.!.£.!.9.., p. 511. 
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"Mongoloid Group 
Characteristics 
1. Eye form: palpebral opening slit-like, 
slanting, total Mongolian fold or 
internal epicanthus. 
2 •. Skin color: yellow or yellowish brown. 
3. Hair form: straight. 
4. Hair texture: very coarse. 
5. Face form: very broad; malars frontally 
and laterally projecting, covered with 
thick fat layer; gonial angles everted (square jaws); mesoprosopic or 
euryprosopic. 
6. Nose form: root very low and of medium 
breadth; bridge very low and of medium 
breadth; concave; tip of medium thick-
ness and elevated; alae of medium spread; 
index usually mesorrhine, but variable. 
1. Hair quantity: very sparse on face and 
body; very long on head. 
8. Hair color: black. 
9. Eye color: dark brown or brown. 
10. Head form: usually brachycephalic and 
chamaecephalic (round-headed and low-
headed) but variable. 
11. Prognathism: medium degree of alveolar 
prognathism. 
12. Mouth form: lips of medium thickness. 
13. Stature: prevailingly medium or short. 
14. Body build: squat; broad shoulders, long 
trunk, short legs, arms of medium length.~ 
1 Ibid., p. 515. 
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15. Breast form (female): prevailingly 
disk-shaped." 1 
Cultural differences and assimilation 
Old immigrants 
The immigrants coming to America during the first 
period, up to approximately 1880, were for the most part 
from Great Britain and from the Northern European coun-
tries. Many of.these immigrants spoke the same language 
and had th~ same cultural background as the Americans; 
in part their background was Teutonic, not dissimilar to 
that of the Americans. Therefore, they were easily 
absorbed into the stream of American culture, and dropped 
their own pecularities as soon as they could and became 
"real Americans" in dress, in customs, and in speech. 
Thus, they did not give the natives any substantial cause 
to develop feelings of dislike·or any peculiar attitudes 
towards them. They were, ·for the most part, proud to 
acknowledge the great Anglo-Saxon heritage about which the 
American boasted. 2 These "old" immigrants found it easy 
and quite natural to mingle with American surroundings. 
Regarding Norwegian immigrants, Mr. Hovde writes 
1 Ibid., p. 515. 
2 Ernest R. Groves, Social Problems and Education, 
p. 273. 
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that Norwegians did not take much time to acquire the 
English language and assimilated rather rapidly the 
American way of living. 
The assimilation was complete in the second 
generation. The responsibilities of democracy were 
not new to them. Furthermore, the rise of the peasant 
party in Norway after 1830, and the labor movement of 
1848-1851, had given many immigrants democratic 
political training and convictions before they ever 
set foot on these shores.~ 
The Danish immigrants have never created any 
problems of assimilation, have never failed to do 
their duty as citizens of the republic to which they 
have pledged their allegiance, and have never main-
tained any disturbing racial separateness. 2 
Belgians who came to America have also very easily 
adapted themselves to the American life and even the 
problem of the "second generation" is not serious enough 
to bother Belgians or Americans. They are not recognized 
by the majority of natives by such disgraceful names as 
"Bohunk," "Chink," or ''Sheenies. " 8 
In America at the present time, French immigrants 
have formed definite culture groups and their assimilation 
of American life and institutions is satisfactory. 
Americans do not have prejudice against them and that helps 
1 F. J. Brown and J. L. Roucek, editors, Our Racial 
and National Minorities, p. 113. 
2 Ibid., p. 133. 
8 Ibid., p. 153. 
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in making "the free interplay of social interaction." 1 
The historical and economical conditions and the 
pressure of frontier habits were in part responsible 
for the rapid assimilation and Americanization of German 
immigrants. Furthermore, the quest for land and large 
opportunities, the common level of educational facilities, 
and the democratic environment and government at home 
were all helpful to Germans in absorbing American culture.• 
The Swiss immigrants in America, according to 
numerous Swiss-American authorities, have rapidly assim-
ilated American life, thought, and ideals. And this is 
not unbelievable, because they have had traditions and 
experiences of democracy and republicanism at home. 8 
New immigrants 
It is now easy to understand that the cultural back-
grounds of the old immigrants were very similar to that of 
American culture, which made their social interaction 
satisfactory and which kept them free from any sort of 
racial prejudice. But the character of immigrants entirely 
changed after 1870. They differed widely from earlier 
1 !Qlg,. ' p. 164. 
• 1!2!.S.· ' p. 167. 
8 Ibid.' p. 194. 
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immigrants in race, social, and cultural background. 
There was a marked difference in the language, standards, 
and traditions of the two types of immigrants. 
They had back of them a long and revered culture 
47 
of their own which they had no intention to sacrifice. 
They came here to seek work and good wages; the indus-
trial moguls received them with open arms, offered 
them "living wages" and put them to bu1lding railroads 
and making steel and other products from which the 
industrialists were reaping large rewards. No one 
wished them to become Americans or become a permanent 
part of our social life; all wished them to build 
America for the profits of those who_employed them. 1 
The new comers were largely Latin and Slavic and 
offered a serious ground for problems. The earlier 
immigrants were nearer to the Americans in matters of 
language, religion, and ideals of government, while the 
new flow lacked the experience of "modern movement of 
representative government" and failed to understand the 
real meaning of American democracy. Furthermore, they 
were coming from rural and semi-rural regions in which the 
family and neighborhood played the major role in the forma-
tion of individuals; therefore, when they came to America 
they continued to live in groups and did not incline to 
follow the American ways of life and, thus, "Remained an 
alien body within the American community. tut 
Mr. E. G. Payne has described the situation existing 
1 Ibid., p. 596. 
8 Ernest R. Groves, Social Problems ~ Education, 
p. 277. 
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when these simple immigrants entered the complex city life 
of America. Not only the American urban life was unfamil-
iar to these simple people, but there was a transition 
period in the whole American civilization and social life., 
which made assimilation for the new comers more difficult. 
It was a period when many scientific inventions were coming 
into use and influencing social patterns, requiring a 
change in industry and home life. Furthermore, there was 
a "Woman's Movement," a movement seeking the advancement 
of women into important fields. 1 
The situation is summed up concisely by Mr. E. G. 
Payne: 
This simple peasant population was transferred in 
large numbers to a complex urban civilization in a 
strange land with a totally differen~ cultural 
heritage, with different language and social practices, 
with different ideals and attitudes, at a time when 
the new culture itself was undergoing rapid modifica-
tion, when standards were undergoing change, and when 
family and community organization was disintegrating. 2 
The enormous upheaval was rather confusing even 
to the natives, and everyone responded to the change in a 
different and complex way. The immigrants who came during 
this·. transition were, naturally, not welcome as citizens 
.· 
but as a community for the benefit of the natives' demand. 
for labor. 
1 F. J. Brown and J. L. Roucek, editors, Qy£ Racial 
~National Minorities, pp. 597-98. 
2 Ibid.' p. 597. 
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The simple peasant life of these immigrants 
encountered quite a complex mixture of civilization and 
culture in the American environment for which they were 
not prepared, and they had no guidance or help in adjust-
ing themselves rightly in the new organization. 
This new era presented many unsolved problems to 
the natives, including the problems of economical and 
cultural adjustments of these newly arrived immigrants. 
There were problems of poverty and pauperism, wages and 
standards of living, as well as of criminality and insanity, 
delinquency and vice, which put the natives and immigrants 
in a grave and perplexing situation. 1 
These new comers became mostly common laborers, and 
they were familiar with a lower standard of living than 
t~e native unskilled workers. In addition, they were 
chiefly illiterate. Finding the new social organization 
confused and very dissimilar to their background, they 
grouped together and found a place to live where they 
could have social intercourse and practise their own 
customs as far as possible. 
These dwellings were unsanitary and were being 
encroached upon by the rapid development of the 
industrial establishments in which they worked. The 
result was the slums, the Ghettos, the Little Italys, 
1 ~ •• pp. 598-99. 
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Dagolands and Hungry Hollows characteristic of the 
era. 1 
Oriental immigrants 
There is a wide social gulf between the cultures 
of Orientals and of Americans, and consequently a great 
problem for assimilation. The difference in language, 
religion, traditions and customs, and standard of living 
is significant, and has created many grave problems in 
America. 
The Chinese who came to the United States were 
50 
mostly male; none of them brought wives, and the few women 
who came were often slaves and prostitutes. Of the 75,000 
Chinese in America in 1930, only about 4,000 were women. 
Unlike the Chinese, the Japanese brought their whole 
families with them and they established their homes; thus, 
their stay in America became more permanent than that of 
the Chinese. Partly, this permanent residence was a 
reason for creating the antagonism against the Japanese 
immigration. 8 . 
The appearance of the ·chinese has always seemed 
fantastic to the average American, and their strange 
manners and customs widened the gap between the two groups. 
- .
1 Ibid. t p. 599. 
8 Ernest R. Groves, Social Problems and Education, 
pp. 283-84. 
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I At first, curiosity was aroused, but gradually the feeling 
of opposition began to grow and ended in jealousy and race 
prejudice. The Chinese became the objects of suspicion 
and hatred. People in America began to think that Chinese 
were labor-slaves or coolies, that they were highly immoral 
and vicious, and that they could never be Christianized. 
Confronted by race prejudice, which narrowly 
limited their field of employment and forced them into 
social isolation, they have sought refuge during their 
period of exile in closely knit racial communities 
where, apart from the main currents of American life, 
they could live in accordance with Chinese customs 
and present a united front in their dealings with a 
more or less unfriendly world. • • • Proud of their 
Chinese lineage, they make serious efforts to gain a 
good knowledge of the Chinese language, keep in close 
touch with affairs in China, and dream of the time 
when they can make a successful return to their 
ancestral land. 1 
Furthermore, the lack of public school education 
and the difference in language have greatly affected the 
assimilation of Chinese in America. 
Most of the Japanese coming to America have been 
unskilled workers. At home they were small farmers or 
agricultural laborers and, consequently, in America they 
are engaged for the most part in unskilled and semi-skilled 
occupations. At one time sharp competition prevailed 
between Japanese and white laborers, which aroused a 
feeling of dislike on the part of white farmers, who later 
1 E. B. Reuter, editor, ~~Culture Contacts, 
P• 179. 
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began to fear that their economic condition and social 
status were menaced by the Japanese workers.~ 
The great difference between the language of the 
Japanese and of the white population, the distinguish-
ing racial characteristics, the divergences between 
the ceremonial customs and etiquette of the two 
peoples, the diversity in family relationships, 
especially in regard to the number of relatives 
included within the intimate group and the division 
of labor within the family, contrasts in food habits, 
and differences in culture values, have all contributed 
to the crystallization of a feeling of difference 
which both peoples have felt toward each other.• 
Thus, Orientals, who represent both an alien culture 
and race, have formed a distinctive element in American 
life· and have offered insoluble problems of race-distinc-
tion and race-consciousness. 
Jewish immigrants 
The Jews who first came during the Colonial period 
were primarily employed in business and in the import 
trade; while the second stream of immigrants belonged to 
the lower middle class in Germany and were engaged in 
trade, and, accordingly, they occupied the commercial jobs 
in the United States. Those who were not so well equipped 
economically-engaged in shop-keeping, and those who were 
less prosperous became pedlars. But the German Jewish 
~ .IQ!Q.., p. 187. 
8 !lll.Q..' p. 187. 
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immigrants who came after the rebellion of 1848 in Germany 
were chiefly from the intelligentzia and professional 
class and they employed the former Jewish immigrants. 
Of the later immigrants many became "white collar" workers 
and some of them set up their own business in America. 1 
The large flow of Jewish immigrants in 1880 was of 
a distinct character. Unlike the second type, these 
people were, for the most part, skilled and unskilled 
workers. "They resembled the German immigrants at the 
time of the Napoleonic wars: poor, more or less ignorant, 
but with sensitive and idealistic intellects. They were 
hopeful, ambitious, and self-reliant." 8 
The small number of immigrants who came since the 
World War had almost similar social and-economic back-
grounds to those of the Eastern European Jewish immigrants: 
while, very lately, a great wave coming from Germany due 
to National Socialist ill-treatment have been chiefly 
intellectual and professional workers. 
It is impossible to state the number of foreign-
and native-born Jews in the United States at the 
present time, although a rough appraisal puts the 
number of native-born Jews in 1927 at 2,257,000 out 
of a total Jewish population of 4,230,000. Essentially, 
Jewish immigration was a flight from persecution and 
acute poverty. This immigration was permanent from 
1 F. J. Brown and J. L. Roucek, editors, Our Racial 
~ National Minorities, pp. 409-10. 
8 Ibid., p. 410. 
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1 Ibid., pp. 409-10. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE INFLUENCE OF RACIAL PREJUDICE ON MINORITIES 
On home conditions and sex relations 
It is customarily believed by the native people 
that the home life of racial and national minorities in 
their country is inferior to their own, or at least is 
not so good as it ought to be. But they seldom realize 
that they, themselves, are partly responsible for such 
a condition. 
The aliens coming from their home-land may have 
quite different cultural backgrounds, including different 
family sets and distinct conceptions of morality. Some 
immigrants have brought with them a patriarchal or semi-
patriarchal family organization, which is very unfamiliar 
and unusual to American practice. In addition, morality 
to one may be immorality to another, and a sin according 
to one may be a virtue according to another. To a girl 
coming from a Central European country it is a matter of 
course to give sexual privilege to her promised husband, 
which may be considered bad by the American stock. On 
the contrary, Orientals are traditionally very conservative 
regarding sexual freedom. There are hosts of other con-
siderations which enter before the adaptation of immigrants 
i 
i 
i -
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becomes satisfactory in the new cultural setting. It is 
also necessary to examine the type of the immigrants, what 
are the reasons for emigration, and in what proportion the 
sexes are. 
As we have seen in the previous chapter, there are 
several reasons which have made migration to the United 
States desirable and attractive to these people •. Of these 
reasons, the economic one, the ambition to make some money 
in this country, is the chief and foremost •. It is not 
difficult to understand that under such conditions people 
would, naturally, be thrifty and try to save some money to 
send to their home relatives, as well as for later emer-
gencies in the foreign land. All these things affect their 
comforts and happiness in their home life in America. 
Immigrants accept any occupations that offer them a little 
money, and do not hesitate to live in poor and unwholesome 
residential areas. Low income has an influence on housing, 
recreation, education, and nutrition. 
The educational difference is _also significant. 
Many illiterate immigrants coming to America do not under-
stand the value of education and, so,. "The Italian father 
may be • • • puzzled when he is forbidden to take his son 
out of school in order to send him to work and to collect 
the wages for the family treasury." 1 
1 Donald Young, American Minority Peoples, P• 349. 
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These kinde of cultural conflicts, which are due 
to wide variation in family pattern, are unavoidable as 
long as complete assimilation is not achieved by the 
immigrants. 
But the more important and significant matter to 
be examined is the influence of social prejudice in con-
nection with family conditione and sex relatione of the 
aliens in America. The cultural and social peculiarities 
of these people make the natives suspicious and tend to 
make them think in terms of exaggeration. 
There are also lese sympathy and understanding, 
57 
and a greater willingness to display the shortcomings 
of a group other than our own •••• The illegitimate 
child of colored parentage fixes itself in the 
majority consciousness as evidence of Negro immorality, 
while a white child of unmarried parents is merely 
evidence of personal sin and not of racial vice.~ 
In addition to this, the domestic difficulties of 
some immigrants are not looked at as difficulties by the 
native officials, and as long as these difficulties do 
not interfere with the welfare of the natives, public 
attention is not enlisted to better the conditione, because 
foreigners are not looked upon as part and parcel of the 
society; they are merely tolerated as are other inevitable 
conditions. 
The common official attitude toward the domestic 
l. Ibid., p. 345. 
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difficulties of Mexican immigrants is, "Why bother, 
so long as they keep it in their own district?" •••• 
The seduction or rape of a colored girl by either a 
white or a colored man is viewed with skepticism and 
no indignation by the ordinary white official, and 
this attitude has its counterpart, though less 
flagrant, when similar offences against the daughters 
of recent immigrants from southern and eastern Europe 
are reported. 1 
The administrators of domestic legislation have 
taken for granted that there is no sense in trying to 
remove the bad features of home life either of Negroes or 
Indians, or of any minority people. Only when a question 
of majority is involved do "the sheriff, prosecutor and 
judge bestir themselves." This indifferent attitude of 
the administrators is also seen in the dance halls and 
other recreational places of Negro and immigrant where 
sex freedom is given full course. On the other hand, when 
the law tries to keep the Europeans and other immigrants 
apart by restricting marriage, with a proud ambition to 
maintain the continuity of pure American stock, immorality 
is encouraged. 
The minorities will hold themselves morally less 
dear when they are "Jim Crowed" by law, while the 
European will have legal precedent for his egotistical 
superiority, and a rationalized excuse for paying 
not always unwelcome attention to the women of 
minorities in his vicinity, women who may be the 
mistresses but not the legal wives of white men. 2 
1 11219.·' p. 351. 
2 Ibid., p. 350. 
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Of Negroes 
The influence of prejudice does not end here. 
Undoubtedly, the most significant aspect of race segrega-
tion today, especially in the Southern States, is the 
rigid line of division which has been drawn in all the 
important cities between the residential areas occupied 
by the white and by the black population. Negroes' 
dwelling localities are decidedly inferior to those of 
the white, and are often recognized as, "little Africa," 
"black bottom," "Niggertown," "Smoketown," "Buzzard's 
Alley," "Chink-row, 11 etc. It is shown by authentic 
investigations that "red light" districts in many cities 
are close to the Negroes' residential area, sometimes 
even in the midst of it. 
In addition to this, Negroes often pay higher 
rentals for accommodations similar to those of white 
: . ~... ...,. - . 
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tenants, and, frequently, improved houses are secured only 
when white people who occupied them have moved on to 
something better. 
Weatherford-Johnson expressively describe the 
residential area of Negroes as follows: 
The buildings have an old and deteriorated aspect; 
they are set close together and commonly in proximity 
to such business structures as warehouses, garages, 
and automobile repair shops, junk shops, second-hand 
furniture stores, fish markets, and pawnshops ••• 
the unpainted and sagging houses with their dark 
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interiors, and the narrow alleys leading back from the 
street. The area has a tangy swarthiness, like the 
color of its inhabitants, and a first inescapable 
impression is this association. 1 
Of the immigrant girl 
The unmarried girls coming to America from a 
different part of the world are, naturally, handicapped 
regarding the customs and ways of American living. 
Although many of these unmarried girls live with their 
relatives in the United States, a considerable number of 
them live with strangers, many of whom have come to this 
country just recently. These people coming from Europe 
have been accustomed to rural family life and have lived 
under parental and community control; therefore, in their 
life with these strangers in the United States they find 
conditions very different; there is much over-crowding 
and less privacy in the homes, as well as more freedom, 
to which they have to adapt themselves. 
The following two cases may indicate the conditions 
of the homes in which these unmarried girls live: 
In a dilapidated tenement, where ·the rain comes in 
through the walls and ceiling, a family of seven have 
an apartment of four rooms, with two men lodgers and 
one woman. There is one toilet in the basement for 
the thirty-two persons who live in the building •••. 
A Lithuanian girl has lived for four years in a 
family of three who have four rooms and eight lodgers, 
....... -~ 
1 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, Race 
Relations, p. 384. 
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five men and three women. 1 
The conditions, however, have been remedied to a 
great extent, chiefly through the efforts of health 
officers. 
Of non-family groups of men 
61 
Men have usually exceeded women in the immigration, 
and the men who have come without families have to live 
in non-family groups. Because of practically no female 
members in these groups, the condition is also unsatis-
factory frQm the point of view of health and morality •. 
Few of these men immigrants are able to live with families, 
and some nationalities do not have any apportunity to do 
so; this is especially the case with the Armenians, the 
Greeks, and the Turks .in Massachusetts. These men usually 
hire an apartment and share the rent, and cook their own 
meals. In some cases, however, they appoint one man as 
their boss and the cooking is done by him; sometimes, the 
men hire a cook and share the expense. The living and 
sleeping accommodations of these men are usually miserable. 
The houses in which they live are poor, and not intended 
for the housing of non-fam~ly groups. There is no satis-
factory sanitation and the furniture is as inadequate as 
1 Edith Abbot, Immigration, pp. 526-27. 
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can be imagined. Furthermore, no attention is paid by the 
men to cleanliness in the apartments, consequently, there 
is much unhealthy odor. There are more men in sleeping 
rooms than desirable, and there is general disorder in 
the living quarters. 1 
Labor camps 
In New York 
In different parts of the United States, labor 
camps are specially made as a temporary residence for the 
foreigners and for other contract workers. These camps 
take both types of laborers, those who go on public works 
as well as those who go on private works. "In these 
labor camps the various races mix together and in this 
crude form get their first contact with American institu-
tions and ways of living." 2 
The investigation made by the Commission of the 
State of New York and the Bureau of Industries-and Immigra-
tion, New York State Department of Labor, is worth examin-
ing regarding the condition of labor camps in New York. 
The sanitary conditions in some of these camps were far 
from satisfactory. 
1 Ibid., pp. 530-31. 
2 Ibid., p. 485. 
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The shanties furnished for lodging in many camps 
are rough and ina~equately supplied with the ordinary 
necessities for decent and cleanly living •••• There 
is much overcrowding, and the shanties and wooden 
shacks are almost uniformly dirty, the air being 
frequently stifling and malodorous. Sanitary con-
ditions in and about the shanties are usually bad. 1 
According to the reports of this Commission, the 
general condition of Camps Nos. 15, 16, 17, and 18 is very 
poor. For our purpose we shall examine the reports on 
Camp No. 16 and Camp No. 18, which may give us some clue 
to the conditions in general. 
Camp No. 16. - One shanty is an old family house 
arranged to accommodate fifty laborers. The roofs 
are covered with tar paper, and the ceilings of clay 
are broken and falling. Around the shanty the water 
thrown from the kitchen forms a muddy belt, giving 
an unpleasant odor. There was no cleaning of the 
floors, bed stalls or the mattresses. No provision 
is made for a toilet. There are no provisions for 
washing, and no dining-room. Tables are arranged 
by nailing boards on poles stuck in the ground outside 
under the cooking place. 
Camp No. 18. - This was an old brick house, two 
stories high. Piles of dirt were accumulated on 
the floor as the room was being swept, and flying dust 
covered every object. On the first floor were Polish 
and Russian laborers, and on the second, Italian. 
The beds consisted of folding bed frames with a 
mattress of straw. The mattresses were in no case 
clean. There is a stove in the house, around which 
refuse water forms a belt, emitting a disagreeable 
odor. There is only one room on each floor, with no 
partitions, and beds are arranged to touch one 
another. 2 
1 !£!.9..., p. 487. 
2 ~., p. 487. 
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In California 
In 1914 the California Commission of Immigration 
and Housing found similar unsatisfactory sanitary con-
ditions ~n some of the labor camps in California. 'lhe 
pickers were very unhappy and discontented: in 1913, there 
was a riot, primarily in protest against the unsanitary 
·conditions under which they were forced to live in these 
camps. 1 The description, given by .the Commission, of the 
Durst ranch is sufficient to give an idea of the condition 
of these camps in general, because similar conditions 
existed in the labor camps throughout California: 
At the Durst ranch, they found a desolate, sunbaked 
field, without shelter from the burning California 
sun. There were a few tents to be rented at 75 cents 
a week, but the majority had to construct rude shelters 
of poles and gunny sacks, called "bull pens" while 
many were compelled to sleep in the open on piles of 
vines or straw •••• 
There was a scarcity of drinking water, some of the 
wells were pumped dry, while others became infected 
from the surface water that drained back from stagnant 
poole, which formed in close proximity to the toilets 
and garbage piles. Under such shocking insanitary 
conditione sickness followed as a matter of course. 
There were cases of typhoid and malaria, caused prob-
ably by these germ laden waters. 1 
Afterwards the Commissions in New York and 
California made many recommendations and, gradually, the 
conditions in these labor camps were improved. 
1 Ibid., pp. 489-91. 
2 !Q.!!!., p. 490. 
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On education 
Educational segregation 
No racial or nationality group in the United States 
has had its children educated in entirely separate 
schools from those patronized by the youth of old 
American stock. But there has been a degree of educa-
tional segregation in our school system which has kept 
large numbers of immigrant and colored children apart 
from those of native parentage ••.• The sharpest 
cleavage has been between the education of colored and 
white children, particularly in the south, but also 
in northern areas where Negroes have concentrated. 1 
The Southern people in the United States cannot 
even think about the mixed education of white and Negro. 
Hence, there is strict educational segregation from kinder-
garten to professional school. Although the feeling for 
segregation is less strong in the north, Northerners have 
not failed to introduce segregation whenever and wherever 
the conditions or circumstances permitted them to do so. 
The line, however, is more sharply drawn in elementary 
education than in high schools and colleges. 2 
Negroes are seldom admitted to primary and secondary 
private schools and even privately controlled colleges 
allow very few Negroes. The Jewish admittance is also 
restricted wherever there is an antagonistic attitude 
toward the Jews. 8 
1 Donald Young, American Minority Peoples, p. 467. 
2 IQ.!.g,. , p. 468. 
8 Ibid., p. 478. 
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· I Almost all races and nationalities have been segre-
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gated in education at one time or another. Once Indian-
white education was looked upon as undesirable, but the 
distinction is not made today. The same is true about 
Chinese and Japanese, especially in California. Formerly, 
there was little distinction between Negroes, Indians, and 
Mongolians, but at the present time nowhere in the United 
States is there sharp educational segregation, not even 
where anti-Chinese or anti-Japanese feelings predominate. 
But wherever there is such educational segregation the 
race distinction is magnified, the gulf between the races 
widens, leaving each race more and more ignorant of the 
other. The white pupils from their early years pride 
themselves on their superior position, and the colored 
accept their inferiority with bitter resentment. Keeping 
colored and white children in different buildings and 
playgrounds prevents their contact, so knowledge and 
understanding decrease; with decreasing knowledge comes 
greater misunderstanding and suspicion, and these, in turn, 
create prejudice and even hatred. 
Educational facilities in segregated schools 
There is not only segregation, which shows racial 
prejudice, but there are inferior educational facilities 
in segregated schools, which is indicative of race 
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prejudice. Teachers are inadequately trained and paid, 
and these schools possess no proper equipment. 
The Negro schools are a secondary consideration. 
In comparison with schools for white children they have 
fewer seats in proportion to the school population, 
more pupils per teacher, more double sessions, fewer 
teachers, poorer salaries, fewer and smaller play-
grounds, and less adequate provision for the health 
and comfort of pupils and teachers. They also have 
few, if any, of the "extras," such as libraries, lunch-
rooms, auditoriums and gymnasiums; and the courses of 
study in the high schools and normal schools are more 
restricted. 1 . . 
Bruno Lasker gives an example of an elementary 
school recently started for the Negroes in one of the 
prominent towns of the South. He says that there were 
three rooms in the school and there were 125 pupils to be 
accommodated; only two teachers were assigned to this large 
group. Only the bare building, without any necessary 
accessories, was provided. The Negroes had to buy desks 
and blackboards and had to pay the teachers' salaries. 
Yet, in this particular town, this was a step to progress. 
There are only four schools in the whole county where 
Negroes are admitted: out of these four, two are poorly-
equipped, one-room school houses; one of them was formerly 
a Negro church and is at present in a "perfectly horrible" 
condition; and only one school is run in modern style and 
has better facilities. These four schools are open for 
1 Bruno Lasker, Race Attitudes in Children, p. 126. 
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only three months in the year, when the county provides 
funda.l. 
In addition to the above considerations, the per 
capita expenditure for the education of the white and the 
negro children is visibly discriminative. For instance, 
Alabama spends #37.50 per white child and $7.15 per negro 
child; Louisiana spends $40.64 per white child and $7.84 
per negro child; while the moat unbalanced proportion of 
spending money per capita is shown in South Carolina, which 
spends $52.89 per white child and ~5.20 per negro child. 2 
A study made in 1927 in Richmond shows that the 
total value of land and buildings used for white pupils 
was $6,215,502, and only $712,932 for negro pupils. 8 
The professional schools for Negroes are also 
inferior to the professional schools for the white. 
No Negro medical school can compete with a score of 
leading white institutions. Lack of money, teachers, 
equipment, and students is sufficient to account for 
this failure •••• University training for the practice 
of law is attainable in the south only in segregated 
schools, and is of inferior quality. 4 
Thus, professional education in separate schools for Negroes 
l. Ibid., p. 127. 
2 J. L. Gillin, Social Problems, p. 85. 
8 Donald Young, American Minority Peoples, p. 487. 
4 I12!.!!· ' p. 489. 
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has not reached the white standard, and this kind of sharp 
cleavage exists between the education of only negro and 
white children. 
Discrimination in mixed schools 
Mixed education also has not proved completely 
satisfactory for the Negroes and a few other immigrants 
in the United States. Although Negroes are allowed to 
attend any public school, except in the South, they are 
not mentally happy. The attitudes of other children and, 
in some cases, even of teachers toward the negro pupils 
are not as unbiased as they should be and, consequently, 
negro pupils feel inferior and cannot enjoy their school 
years as much as white pupils do. Y~. Young states that 
the Jews also suffer from similar mental unhappiness when 
they enter Gentile institutions. Also, Jewish students 
are not allowed in fraternities. 
Luella Cole says that she has heard from several 
teachers that they would never give a passing grade to 
Negroes, no matter how good their work was. She points out 
further that similar attitudes are found against Chinese, 
Japanese, Mexicans, and Jews. She cites a case of a negro 
boy who had been arrested for attacking white girls in. 
high school. The boy told her his story. In his ten years 
at school he had never been treated by any teacher as the 
' I 
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white children were treated. None of the little school-
room tasks, which give such a feeling of importance to a 
child, had been delegated to him. His school work was 
never commended and he was excluded from group work with 
white children. Though a good writer, his compositions 
were never read in class. He was excluded from sports in 
high school, from school dances, and from the lunchroom. 
Years of petty insults forced him to assert himself. This 
self-assertion in the wrong direction was the result of 
the unfair treatment he received iri school. Teachers who 
help to break a child's spirit are responsible for creating 
this kind of problem. 1 
Bruno Lasker supports this statement by giving 
some instances from his knowledge. A conversation between 
two little girls, eight and ten years of age, describes 
the kind of punishment meted out to a small colored boy: 
"This is one thing he (the principal) ought to 
know! A colored boy named Richard only went and 
sharpened his pencil without permission and he has to 
stand in class all day long for a week. One day he 
sat down to do his work and now he has to stand two 
weeks." 
"He has to stand all day long, day after day?" 
"Yes, he has been standing all week; he never sits 
down. One day, in the beginning of the term, he was not 
paying attention and the teacher shouted at him this 
way--'You dirty, black, stupid simpleton, I am tired 
of you. I have had you too long and if you don't mind 
I will shake the life out of you, and I can do it too.' 
There are lots of children who do worse things than 
1 Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence, pp. 75-76. 
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this, but she does not talk to them in that way. This 
boy really was not doing anything, but the teacher 
does not like colored boys, and I don't think the 
other children in the class like them either. They 
write nasty notes to the colored children." 1 
Lasker also says that the negro child rarely, if 
ever, receives appreciation from hie teacher for his school 
work; however, this is not because the Negroes do work 
which is inferior to that of the white pupils, but it is 
the possible result of racial prejudice. Many times 
teachers, without any good foundation, take for granted 
that colored children are inferior in some matters to all 
white children, as, for instance, they believe that Negroes 
have less intelligence and more emotion and that they are 
not so industrious. 
Work and working conditione 
Immigrants in general 
As immigrants are, naturally, unacquainted with the 
American system of working and finding suitable employment, 
they are easily misled and exploited by others. In their 
new world, with all its excitement and disappointment, they 
get confused and, because most of them come with lower 
living standards and an everlasting ambition to make some 
money, they are drawn into any lower grade employment and 
1 Bruno Lasker, Race Attitudes in Children, p. 143. 
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work under most undesirable conditions. Various types or 
exploitation in the West are given by Abbot, as follows: 
I. Charging exorbitant fees and commissions. 
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II. Discharging the men from their work so that they 
must pay for reinstatement, or that the labor agents 
may collect more fees for finding them other work; or 
being obliged to ttsquare" themselves with foremen. 
III. Sending men to places where jobs do not exist. 
IV. Interpreters' dishonesty. 
V. The furnishing or poor food at a high price by 
contracting supply companies. 
VI. Transportation dishonesty; the charging of fares 
where men are entitled to ride free. 1 
The condition or unskilled immigrants in Chicago 
is very poor indeed. Although the immigrant knows that 
work is plentiful in the United States, he finds himself 
at a disadvantage in securing any job, because he cannot 
get along in his work without a reasonable knowledge or 
English and, so, he needs an interpreter, who is available 
only when a group can work together. The work given to 
these groups or immigrants is mostly on railroads and in 
mines, in harvest fields or in ice and lumber camps, and 
similar employment which is seasonal and available far from 
the city. In these jobs they get inadequate pay and have 
to spend much money for poor lodging. The immigrants are 
employed in these works chiefly because American workers 
feel that they lessen their self-respect, and because they 
are devoid of facilities for homes. Regardless of the 
1 Edith Abbot, Immigration, p. 476 • 
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training and experience of the immigrants they are employed 
in unskilled seasonal works and are required to travel in 
isolated parts of America. 1 
The private employment agent compels the immigrant 
to get certain kinds of work, in which three difficulties 
are met: 
(1) he is overcharged for the services rendered; 
(2) the work obtained is not as represented by the 
agent, either in character, permanency, or remuneration; 
(3) he fails to get work or the work lasts only a few 
days, leaving him often at an enormous distance from 
the city labor markets. 2 
According to law, two dollars is the highest possible 
"registration fee" to be collected from the workers, but 
in the case of immigrants this statute is not of much 
value. An employment agent who collected money said, "We 
charge all we can get." Furthermore, the immigrant who 
cannot speak English is charged more than is usually 
demanded. They are also misinformed about the "steady job" 
by the agent; after giving such a high registration fee 
- and traveling a great distance, they get work for only a 
few weeks; then they have to go back to Chicago or whatever 
city they left in order to take the job. Worse than this 
happens when a whole "gang"--sometimes with women and even 
children--go to a distant place for work promised by the 
l. Ibid., p. 481. 
2 1Q1.9..' p. 482. 
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agents, and when they reach their destination they find 
no work available for the "gang." This happened to a 
gang of Hungarians, who were promised some work by an 
agent, but after their journey, to their great surprise 
and disappointment the foreman said he could not employ 
the whole gang. Another time, some eighteen Bulgarians 
were told to go to Leslie for some work; only ten got 
jobs and the others had to walk back to Chicago. 1 
It is quite believable that under such hardships 
immigrants find their experiences in America very much to 
their disadvantage, and do not feel like mixing freely 
with the natives, who exploit them in one way or another. 
Oriental workers 
The Orientals who migrate to the United States are 
also seriously handicapped in obtaining employment. Their 
choice of occupations in America is very limited. They 
are not given work according to their skill and training, 
and, in addition to this, their ignorance of the English 
language, and their low standard of living, place them 
in undesirable work and working conditions. 
The American-born Orientals also pass through 
troublesome stages before securing any reasonably good 
1 Ibid., pp. 482-84. 
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born Orientals enter department stores as clerks and a 
few work as ushers in moving-picture theatres. To obtain 
positions as stenographers or as office assistants in any 
American firm is far from possible at present. A small 
number may be employed in large firma which are interested 
in Oriental trade, but the majority of them have to remain 
in their parents' occupations, such as, small retail stores, 
second-class hotels, laundries, etc. Failing to find 
desirable occupations, some turn to criminality and earn 
their living by gambling, vice, bootlegging, and the sale 
of narcotics. A large number, however, remain unemployed 
and, so, are dependent upon their parents. 
In general, the doors of professional opportunity 
are closed to them in this country. A small number 
utilize their professional training in law, medicine, 
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and dentistry by setting up offices in the Oriental 
quarters of large American cities on the Pacific 
Coast. 1 
Negro workers 
Apart from the immigrants, Negroes in America also 
suffer from strong race-prejudice in their attempt to gain 
a livelihood. Negroes are not given fair opportunities 
in selecting and retaining jobs. They find it very hard 
to obtain higher grade employment, as bank clerks, office 
workers, etc. Work of intermediate grade and even of low 
grade is not easily available to Negroes. They find such 
employment many times harder to obtain than do applicants 
of other races. Their promotion, even at the best, is 
slow and uncertain. Generally speaking, even where there 
is no discrimination in matters of wages for certain work, 
they are assigned to the lower paid and less desirable jobs. 
It seems that many people have taken for granted 
that Negroes cannot perform other than unskilled tasks 
because of limited intelligence, and that Negroes' work 
is not efficient, regular and steady. Contrary to this, 
all the investigations .that have been made seem to indicate 
that the efficiency, regularity, and steadiness of Negro 
labor are dependent on the attitude of the employer. A 
1 E. B. Reuter, editor, ~ and Culture Contacts, 
p. 181. 
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sympathetic employer gets steady and efficient service, 
while in the case of a prejudiced employer the colored 
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workers respond with grudging and irregular service. Thus, 
the idea of limited intelligence and incompetence on the 
part of the Negro in performing certain work is far from 
true. 
In 1919, a study made by the Department of Labor 
of the position of Negro women in industry in the North, 
states that, chiefly, Negro women were accepted as an 
experiment. They were employed only when there were no 
others workers available, and the continuance of their 
jobs depended upon this scarcity. Usually these Negro 
women were not given suitable occupations, and the un-
certain and suspicious attitudes of employers and workers 
were a constant annoyance to them. In the South white 
people rarely use Negro women's labor in their industries, 
except in laundries, tobacco factories, and peanut-product 
factories. 1 
The same study also showed that in unskilled units 
Negroes worked more hours per week than white workers in 
nearly one-half the units. 
The Negro skilled worker faces many difficulties 
in earning a living. The chief of these arise from 
1 Thomas Jackson Woofter, The Basis of Racial 
Adjustment, p. 103. 
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race prejudice. The wages paid the colored worker 
are often lower than those paid the white worker for 
the same service. On piecework he is often assigned 
the more difficult patterns with_the result that his 
output is smaller. In trades where some processes 
are higher paid than others (such as rough- and smooth-
stone masonry) he sometimes cannot gain access to 
those which pay better. All investigations of the 
position of the Negro in industry show that there is 
a wide difference in policy as to the payment of equal 
wages, employment for equal hours, and employment in 
similar processes. 1 
All these discriminations create a deep resentment 
and feeling of injustice among the Negroes. 
The situation, it would seem, demands deliberate 
education and intelligent handling to overcome the 
emotional opposition to the full inclusion of Negro workers 
in the pattern of American industrial life. 
1 
.!Q1g_. t p. 112. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE RELATION OF SOCIAL PROBLEMS ARISING FROM 
RACIAL PREJUDICE 
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Many persons who are in favor of restriction of 1l 
immigrants have laid great stress upon the evils of- society ij 
arising from immigration. They have claimed that poverty, 
crime, and diseases have been greatly increased through the 
incoming of the immigrants. It seems probable that the 
injurious social effects have been greatly exaggerated in 
the minds of these persons. In this chapter we will · 
examine how far this conception is true. 
As just shown in the previous chapter, on account 
of the inadequate home, education, and working ~onditions 
of immigrants in the United States, it is not difficult 
to believe that in such conditions, poverty, crime, and 
diseases may draw the attention of the socially conscious 
Americans. 
Poverty 
European immigrants 
It has been observed in the third chapter that most 
of the new comers from the south and east of Europe have 
been without any training or experience abroad in manu-
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facturing or mining, and have been employed in the common 
or unskilled labor of the different branches of industry 
in the United States. The only exception is Russians, who 
had industrial and technical training before coming to 
America. Therefore, the weekly income of these European 
immigrants is similar to the unskilled workmen's wages, but 
the significant fact to note is that a distinction is made 
between the average amount of weekly earnings of these 
workers and the natives. The study made by Jenks and Lauck 
during a normal industrial week in 1909, of 220,309 male 
industrial workers, eighteen years of age or over, shows 
the following facts: 
Native-born of Native Father 
White 
Negro 
Native-born of Foreign Father 
Average amount 
Total of weekly 
Number earnings 
41,933 
6,604 
32,242 
$1.4.37 
10.66 
13.91 1 
The comparison of the yearly earnings of the 
immigrant male wage earners and female wage earners in 
different branches of mining and manufacturing with those 
of native male and female workers is given as follows: 
Males 
Total Native-born 
Total Foreign-born 
Total Average annual 
Number earnings 
3,678 
22,938 
26,616 
$600 
~ 
475 
1 Jeremiah w. Jenks and w. Jett Lauck, The Immigra-
tion Problem, p. 154. 
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Total Average annual 
.Females Number earnings 
Total Native-born 1,223 $344 
Total Foreign-born 2,386 284 
3,609 $304 1 
The annual earnings of most male heads of native 
birth were between $400 and $800, while the greater pro-
portion of family heads of foreign birth earned between 
$300 and $600 per annum. 8 
The same study further draws our attention to the 
fact that the annual family expense of the married indus-
trial workers both of native and of foreign birth, is 
greater than the yearly earnings of the family heads. 
In order to get sufficient income to meet the living 
expense, the immigrants have to send their children early 
into the industrial world,and may have to economize in 
various ways, which eventually results in many undesirable 
social conditions. 
It is interesting to note that old immigrants from 
Great Britain and northern Europe, namely, English, German, 
Irish, Norwegian, Scotch, and Welsh, receive a greater 
proportion of the family income from the earnings of heads 
than do the new immigrants coming from central Europe. 
1 ~., pp. 166-67. 
8 ~·' p. 168. 
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The latter have to depend a great deal upon lodgers and 
boarders to meet the family expense. 
Oriental immigrants 
The Chinese workers who first came to the United 
States were highly welcomed and easily secured positions 
in unskilled work. The reason is obvious enough; there 
was a demand for cheap, unskilled labor which the Chinese 
performed successfully. Thus, from the very beginning 
they worked for low wages in the United States. They are 
not considered efficient in some industries and, therefore, 
their field of occupations becomes narrower in this country. 1 
As the number of Chinese increased race feelings against 
them began to appear more strongly and many industries 
began to employ the European immigrants and refused to use 
Chinese. On railroads and in agricultural work they were 
replaced by Japanese and others. '~At the present time, 
with the exception of a few large commercial enterprises, 
the Chinese are generally engaged in small retail busi-
ness. 1 
The Japanese also find it difficult to advance in 
occupations due to race prejudice. They, too, are usually 
employed in unskilled work and are not given positions of 
1 IQlQ.., p. 237 . 
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! responsibility where they could get higher wages. 
The American-born Orientals are also seriously 
handicapped due to race prejudice in earning their liveli-
hood by occupations other than those which are stereotyped. 
Thus, American-born Orientals, who are subjected to poverty, 
have little opportunity to improve their lot. 
Low wages or insufficient earnings have proved the 
major cause of poverty among the immigrants. The Immigra-
tion Commission's Report on Immigrants as Charity Seekers 
assigns the cases studied to certain general causes in the 
following proportion: 
Cause Per Cent 
Lack of employment or insufficient earnings 59.0 
Death or disability of breadwinner . . . . 28.7 
Death or disability of another . . . . 18.9 
Neglect or bad habits of breadwinner . . . 18.7 
Old age . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.2 
Other causes . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0 
The pauperism of immigrants is something which is 
created in the United States rather than brought by the 
immigrants themselves. 
While it is plain enough that foreign immigration 
has some connection with the problem of pauperism 
1 Henry Pratt Fairchild, Immigration, p. 327. 
1 
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since common observation and all the statistics 
available unite in showing that the majority of the 
recipients of our charity, public and private, are of 
foreign birth, it is equally certain on the other hand 
that pauperism is not something that the immigrant 
brings with him, but is the result of a considerable 
period of life and experiences here. 1 
That the immigrants do not bring pauperism with 
them is supported when we examine the length of time that 
charity is extended to them. We find that 33.9 per cent 
of those who have received aid have been here twenty years 
or over, whereas only 6.0 per cent have been here two years 
or over. It is apparent, therefore, that the share of the 
newly-arrived immigrants is very small. 2 
Negroes 
The poor economic condition is more obvious among 
Negroes than among any other minority of whatever racial 
or national origin. The occupational discrimination main-
. 
tained in the case of Negroes is an insuperable obstacle 
to Negroes' economic development. Although handicaps of 
prejudice have stood in the way of all European minorities 
in receiving adequate earnings, they have been overcome 
with sufficient frequency to justify a belief in American 
econqmic democracy. The Negro, however, has found it 
1 Ibid., P• 324. 
2 Jeremiah w. Jenks and w. Jett Lauck, The Imrnigra-
~ Problem, p. 52. 
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otherwise. Since Negroes are not given sufficient oppor-
tunity to learn business methods either through education 
or through employment in responsible positions in banks, 
stores, factories, _or mills, and are left almost without 
training as well as without capital, it is understandable 
that their measure of industrial and commercial success 
is limited and does not permit them to live on an equal 
economic level with the natives or immigrants. 
Crime 
Analysis of crime statistics 
The high crime rate in America has been often 
attributed to the foreign-born population. Some authors 
believe that people of certain races are by nature more 
criminal, as, for instance, Baur, Fisch~r, and Lenz state 
that Negroes have less foresight and have less control over 
impulses and, thus, they are more easily led to commit 
crime. 1 The crime statistics have been partly responsible 
for this belief. It is·true that crime statistics show 
that a large proportion of the children of immigrants are 
engaged in criminality, but it is unjustifiable to lay the 
burden of crime on any particular race, because of in-
ability to understand the complicated cultural elements 
1 Otto Klineberg, ~Differences, p. 225. 
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which enter. 
The general conclusion of all the most scholarly 
researches may be summarized in the words of E. H. 
Sutherland. • • "Immigrants in general contribute less 
than their quota to the criminal population of the 
United States when correction is made for variation 
in the age and sex of the immigrant population." 1 
Moreover, any special study.of the relation of 
immigration to crimes should take into consideration not 
only the number of convictions for crime, but also the 
nature of the crimes committed and, possibly, the relative 
likelihood of the detection of crime in different local-
ities or. among different classes of the population. In 
some localities, prejudice or sympathy for foreigners 
influences convictions or acquittals. In large cities, 
a part of the apparent criminality of the foreign-born 
consists of violations of ordinances, which are offenses 
only because the persons who commit them are not natural-
ized. Immigrants are also city dwellers and as crime is 
more common in cities, this places them at another dis-
advantage. 
Any attempt to analyze crime statistics in order 
to measure actual criminality is useless. Although these 
statistics are valuable to some extent in showing apparent 
criminality, yet, when we make comparison between the 
1 F. J. Brown and J. L. Roucek, editors, ~Racial 
and National Minorities, p. 703. 
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native and foreign criminality rate and its nature, the 
value of these statistics is very doubtful. A considerable 
number of crimes are recorded, but the persons who committed 
them are not discovered and, therefore, their race and 
nationality remain unknown. Furthermore, those criminals 
who have ••high visibility" are reported as to their rela-
tion to their race, as for example, Negroes, Chinese, and 
Indians, but European criminals who belong to the white 
group are not easily recognized, and race antagonism 
toward them is not so serious as it is toward the former, 
therefore, their race or national origin is not recorded. 1 
In addition to this, criminals in gener~l try to 
disguise their race and nationality; as a result of this 
"Many a crime attributed to Negroes, Italians, Chinese, 
Indians, and other minorities, has been the product of 
native white ingenuity in disguise." 2 
Sometimes, children of immigrants are recorded as 
immigrants and American-born foreigners may or may not be 
counted as Americans. Errors of this type are very common 
and they happen so frequently that there is little hope of 
getting reliable statistics. Guilty persons are not 
necessarily arrested and the innocent do not always escape. 
1 Donald Young, American Minority Peoples, p. 227. 
2 ~., pp. 228-29. 
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Persons of inferior status are more carelessly arrested 
than those of superior status: thus, in the United States, 
Negroes, Chinese, south Europeans, Mexicans, and others of 
similar type are taken into custody on suspicion in any 
unreasonable circumstances in which white people would not 
have been disturbed. 1 
Not only in arrests but in convictions as well, 
the personal prejudices of prosecuting attorney and jury, 
who are frequently mediocre people, play a part in giving 
unfair decisions. 
The comparison of prison populations is also mis-
leading. Statistics of immigrant prisoners are high 
because distinctions are made in favor of native whites 
in parole, probation, and the length of sentences. 
Suspended sentence and parole are escapes from 
prison more readily available to people of native white 
stock than to minorities. Probation and pardon are 
favors more easily obtained for prisoners of white 
American ancestry than for friendless colored people 
and foreigners. 8 . 
The causes of sex offenses of immigrant girls can 
be explained in various ways. The first handicap is 
ignorance of the American language and customs, which makes 
the immigrant girls less able to protect themselves than 
1 Ibid.' p. 230. 
2 Ibid., p. 230. 
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the American girls. In-addition to this, the housing 
conditions described in the foregoing chapter--undesirable 
neighborhoods, disreputable ·saloons, dance halls, and 
hotels--form a dangerous environment of which the immigrant 
girl is entirely ignorant. Thus, she is open to every 
temptation and soon she finds it difficult to face her 
critical circumstances. 
It is now evident that the crime statistics are 
misleading as to the actual criminality of immigrants. 
The problem of the second generation 
The problem of criminality among American-born 
children of immigrants, whose number is about 26,000,000, 
is a serious matter. The high rate in both delinquency 
and criminality among the second generation is distinctly 
seen by the studies made by Lenroot, Glueck, and others. 
From these studies it is clear that there can be no racial 
or national basis of criminality as this high rate appears 
in the second generation and not in the first generation. 
The explanation, therefore, can be found in the culture 
conflict and change of environment to which American-born 
immigrants are subjected in American social organization. 
Levy's careful study of delinquents has shown that in a 
considerable proportion of the cases the disobedience of 
laws is due to culture conflict: their parents demand of 
i 
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them one thing while the American way demands the opposite. 
These conflicting demands place them in difficult situa-
tions, which perforce lead them toward delinquency. 1 
But this culture conflict is not the only explana-
tion of the problem. ·The poor socio-economic conditione 
and demoralizing influences of gang-breeding and delinquency 
areas in which the immigrant children.live, are largely 
responsible for the high rate among them. 
One could easily give statistics which would show 
that the vast proportion of criminals come from the 
ignorant, the poor, and the disadvantaged class; the 
conditione under which many of these live tend to drive 
them to crime. The native-born immigrant children who 
are able to live in good social surroundings commit fewer 
crimes than their unfortunate brothers who live under 
objectionable socio-economic conditions. Although these 
conditions are not the direct cause of criminality in 
general, there is definite relation between them and the 
delinquency and criminality rate. 
Shaw, Maller, and others have shown the positive 
effect of economic and social conditions on crime rate. 
Shaw made a remarkable study of one delinquency area in 
which the racial composition changed, and he discovered 
1 Otto Klineberg, Race Differences, pp. 33-34. 
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relatively slight variation in the delinquency.rate. This 
area was the poorest and most congested part of the city. 
When the economic and social status of the same racial 
groups was improved and they occupied a better residential 
district, the crime rate decreased. Shaw proved, in 
Chicago, that when the children and youths in a delinquency 
area were provided with better recreational facilities--
gymnasiums, playgrounds, clubs, etc.--"The delinquency 
rate has shown a remarkable decrease in a short space of 
time." 1 Similar correlation between the delinquency rate 
and socio-economic factors has been shown by Maller in 
New York City. 2 
Thus, the children of immigrants are relatively 
at a disadvantage in American life. They are criminals 
and delinquents not because of any inherent criminal 
tendencies, but because of their poor economic condition 
and because of the conflicts between the customs and mores 
of the family and those of the larger school and community 
groups. The problem, therefore, is one of readjustment 
rather than of criminality. 
Negro crime 
Negroes are at an even greater disadvantage than 
1 Ibid.' p. 236. 
2 ~., p. 236. 
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immigrants regarding socio-economic conditions. On account 
of strong race prejudice against Negroes, they are often 
considered guilty even when there is no proof. OUtside 
the law, they are the victims of lynching and are given no 
opportunity to defend themselves against the accusation. 
Within the law, there is no hesitation to testify against 
a Negro, as there may be in the case of a white person, 
consequently, very few out of large numbers of guilty white 
are tried and sentenced. 
"Of forty-nine persons indicted for lynchings in 
1930 all but four were acquitted, two of those convicted 
being given light sentences and only two being given life 
sentences." 1 
This kind of rash injustice makes the Negro hate 
the white man. 
Anna J. Thompson ••• expresses the opinion that 
Negroes in Philadelphia are more apt to get the full 
penalty of the law than are white men. Judge William 
H. Samford of Montgomery, Alabama, maintains that ••• 
in counties where the population is almost entirely 
white the white man gets fair justice and the Negro 
gets almost no chance for justice. 8 
In addition to all such injustices, Negroes lack 
many facilities which the whites have in America. The 
Negro mothers are not well trained. In some parts of 
1 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles s. Johnson, ~ 
Relations, p. 437. 
a !E1Q;.., P• 431. 
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the country, the boy scouts and girl scouts do not include 
as many Negroes as white children. Gymnasiums and Y.M.C.A. 
programs, as well as summer camps and other organizations, 
are not as available to Negroes as they are to the whites. 
If there is some correlation between poverty and 
crime, Negroes undoubtedly are among the poorest; if con-
gested residential areas and delinquency areas have some 
influence upon minds of children and youth, Negroes are 
decidedly subjected to that demoralizing influence; if 
mentally and physically defective and diseased persons 
sometimes account for abnormal human behavior, large 
numbers of Negroes suffer such handicaps; if education 
has proved to be of some help in adjusting the social 
situation in the right direction, Negroes definitely lack 
it. 
Diseases 
The socio-economic factors 
The health of the immigrant probably depends on 
housing, working conditions, population density, necessary 
adaptation to environment, and other factors, which vary 
not so much with nationality as with haphazard incidents 
of migration. An early chapter of this thesis has described 
the typical social and economic conditions under which 
immigrant families live in American communities. Poverty 
94 
and crowding, unsanitary houses and neighborhoods are so 
' common as to be almost characteristic; but whether these 
conditions are the fault of the immigrant, or the fault of 
the American community, or partly of each, is difficult to 
decide. The social and cultural background of the immi-
grants certainly plays some part in their health conditions. 
The different customs, traditions, and superstitions, 
during pregnancy and birth in regard to the care of the 
mother and child, and during other phases of living, create 
difficulty for the American health worker and also somewhat 
affect the immigrant mortality rate. But the chief reason 
for their sufferings seems to be due to their housing and 
working conditions and to lack of information regarding 
American customs, laws, and_ institutions. 
The prevalence of tuberculosis, pneumonia, typhoid 
fever, and other degenerative diseases among immigrants 
is readily understandable when we consider their housing 
and working conditions. Their houses are overcrowded and 
ill-ventilated, with inadequate plumbing: their wages are 
low for long hours of labor in undesirable and often un-
healthy or dangerous work. Also, due to their low economic 
status and, therefore, low social status, they are less 
welcome in hospitals and as private patients than are those 
of better economical and social status. The Journal of the 
American Medical Association points out that in all the 
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hospitals of the United States there is one bed for each 
139 of the population. Of these, only 210 were Negro 
hospitals, and only 7 were approved: 6,780 beds allow one 
bed for each 1,941 Negroes. Moreover, in the South, in 
the great majority of both public and private hospitals, 
Negro patients are not admitted under any circumstances.~· 
The "old" immigrants,- who have better social and 
economic status, have lower death rates than the "new" 
immigrants; the former having an average rate of 78.5 
against 98.9 for the latter. 8 The Negro, the poorest 
economically and socially, has the highest mortality. A 
crude tabulation of the death rate of whites and Negroes 
in the registration area of the United States, for 
selected years, is as follows:. 
Year 
1900 
1910 
1926 
1929 
White 
17.1 
14.6 
11.6 
11.4 
Negro 
29.4 
25.7 
18.8 
16.9 8 
Weatherford-Johnson write: "The diseases which, 
authorities agree, are due to insanitary conditions and 
to low economic status show the greatest disparity between 
1 Ibid., p. 380. 
2 Donald Young, American Minori~ Peoples, p. 322. 
8 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles s. Johnson, 
~Relations, p. 368. 
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whites and Negroes." 1 
Dr. Dublin found that during the war in Europe 
the tuberculosis death rate in Germany increased due to 
96 
the economic crisis. In 1913 it was 157, while by 1917 
it had risen to 287. In.Warsaw it increased from 306 in 
.1913 to 840 in 1917; after 1920 it decreased again to 338. 
Examining the excess mortality of Negroes and of Negro 
infants, Miss Grace Abbott, of the United States Children's 
Bureau, concluded that it was chiefly due to the low 
economic status of Negroes. "Robert Morse Woodbury found 
infant mortality rates varying directly with the father's 
earnings, and that' for infants over one month of age the 
death rate was lowest for the highest income group.'' 8 
Infant mortality 
Because the family income is small, immigrants and 
Negroes are confronted by many obstacles in maintaining 
good health.. The children of immigrants and Negroes do 
not have milk .and fruit in as large quantities as they 
should, because of .the expense. 
In reference to Poles and other Slavic people, 
Michael M. Davis points out that, 
Here in America they live at first in crowded 
1 Ibid. , p. 380. 
2 Ibid., p. 381. ----~ .. I 
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districts. Milk is counted as a drink, not something 
to eat; therefore, because the family income is small, 
it is left out of the diet almost entirely ..•. 
Sometimes they are constipated, with accompanying ill 
feelings; sometimes they are under weight. 1 
The Orientals, also, do not have a balanced diet. 
Sometimes adults breakfast on black coffee and bread, and 
the children on goat's milk and bread. Butter is rarely 
used on bread. Fruits are not so plentiful and milk is 
generally considered a luxury. 8 
"The Jewish· children suffer from too many pickles, 
too few vegetables, and too little milk. Enuresis is 
quite common among these children, induced by the highly 
spiced foods in their diet." 8 
Malnutrition is, however, most prevalent among 
Negroes. The result is rickets; this disease particularly 
affects bone structure and causes chest deformities in 
later life, and also increases susceptibility to other 
diseases. 
An interesting study of 22,967 live births made by 
Robert Morse Woodbury for the Children's Bureau, covering 
the period 1915 to 1921, shows the infant mortality rate, 
1 Michael M. Davis,' Jr., Immigrant Health and the 
Community, p. 270. 
2 IQ.!..q.' p. 266. 
8 IQ.!..q., p. 261. 
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specifying color and nationality of mother: 
Color and National! t;y: of Mother All Causes 
Total • • • • • • • . • 111.2 White • . • • . . • • . . . 108.3 Native . • . • . . • . . • 93.8 Foreign-born . . . . . • . 127.0 
Italian . • . • . . • 103.8 Jewish • • . • • . . . . 53.5 
French-Canadian . . . . . 171.3 
German • . • • . • • . . 103.1 Polish • • • . . . • . . 157.2 
Portuguese . . • . • • • • 200.3 Other . . • • . 129.6 Colored 154.4 1. . ,, . . . . . . • . . 
The use of midwives 
The use of midwives is more common among immigrants 
and Negroes than among the native whites. 
The study made in 1916 by the New York State 
Department of Health, in New York State, shows that for 
native white children 3.9 per cent of the total births were 
attended by midwives, while for foreign-born white children 
the attendance by midwives covered 37.3 per cent of the 
births. 2 
The Department of Welfare of North Carolina showed 
that in 1925, of 57,904 white births, 8,163, or 14.09 per 
cent, were attended by midwives; while of 25,270 Negro 
1 Charles s. Johnson, The Negro in American 
Civilization, p. 171. 
2 Michael M. Davis, Jr., Immigrant Health and the 
~niti, p. 197. 
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births, 17,825, or 70.55 per cent, were attended by mid-
wives. 1 
It is proved that wherever midwives are used the 
death rates of both infants and mothers are highest. 
Dr. E. c. Terry states that in Jacksonville, Florida, the 
deaths of babies are twice as high when delivered by mid-
wives instead of physicians. 8 
Regarding maternal mortality, the report of the 
Children's Bureau, in 1926, points out: "An important 
cause of the heavier puerperal mortality among the colored 
is probably the poorer medical and midwifery service which 
they receive." 8 
The chief reason for using the midwife is economic; 
the cost is less than for a physician, and often she helps 
the mother and the family with the housework. Thus, the 
midwife is not only preferred by a considerable proportion 
of the population of the United States because of tradition 
and training, but often is the only agency economically 
possible. Immigrants who have better economic facilities 
want and secure for themselves and their families the best 
1 Charles s. Johnson, The Negro in American 
Civilization, p. 177. 
2 ~., p. 177. 
8 Th!.!!·· p. 178. 
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I care and attention in time of sickness that is available. 
The inadequate and unstandardized training of the midwife 
endangers the health and future of many young immigrants 
and Negroes. Due to the high cost of medical attention, 
poor immigrants and Negroes first try home medicines and 
go to physicians and to hospitals only as a last resort. 
They are easily led astray by quack doctors and advertise-
ments of fake remedies. Furthermore, many immigrants are 
not familiar with the fees of physicians and, thus, are 
liable to exploitation by unscrupulous persons. 
Although the incidence of the various diseases 
among American Negroes is changing and their death rate 
is decreasing, and although the European immigrants' 
diseases constitute a lesaer problem here than abroad, 
yet the influence of racial prejudice on the economic and 
social status of both groups, which status chiefly leads 
them to social ills, is significant in America. 
The three problems just discussed, namely, poverty, 
crime, and diseases, have been directly or indirectly 
affected by racial prejudice. Their connection with the 
material in the foregoing chapter is so close and all the 
problems are so interwoven with regard to causes and 
effects, that to discuss and explain one without mentioning 
its relation to the others is almost impossible. 
' 
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PROSPECT 
The dark picture just seen in the preceding pages 
is certainly discouraging. But man is an impatient 
animal, eager for solutions of social ills, and thus there 
are many agencies and organizations at present trying to 
generate racial understanding and race friendliness. 
Since no child normally possesses any prejudice or dis-
crimination as to the peoples of any other race or nation, 
and it is something entirely acquired from his environment, 
there is great hope that the improvement of· this environ-
ment by these agencies and organizations will in time 
successfully eliminate much of this race prejudice. The 
first organized attempt to initiate interracial cooperation 
was made by the Y.M.C.A's. Their chief aim was to bring 
about, through education, an understanding of the true 
nature of the problems of race relations. 
The Southern Sociological Congress, the University 
Commission on Race Relations, the Commission on Inter-
Racial Cooperation of the Federal Council of the Churches 
of Christ in America, the clergy in the various church 
bodies in the Southern States, the women's organizations, 
and the semi-official commissions of the various States of 
the South, have strengthened this aim by further movement 
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in the same direction. 1 
Through these organizations much has been accom-
plished to stamp out lynching and other lawless 
activities that were directed chiefly against the 
Negroes. They have vastly improved the treatment of 
the Negroes before the courts, bettered the conditions 
of their jails and penal institutions, improved and 
enlarged other institutions for Negroes. They have 
given encouragement to Negro education all along the 
line--in the public. schools, in secondary education, 
in colleges, and in the home education of adults 
through public-health nurses, home-demonstration 
agents, farm-demonstration agents, and traveling 
libraries .-2 
The movement of interracial cooperation is still 
efficiently carried on by various interracial relation 
committees. More than eight hundred cities and towns in 
the South have such permanent committees. Similar 
committees in the North are affiliated with the National 
Urban League. Besides these, some large cities have 
developed temporary commissions of a like nature. 8 
The National Urban League undertakes the work of 
race adjustments in a new situation; it also deals with 
larger problems such as housing programs, school relation-
ships, industrial relations, treatment of Negro offenders, 
etc. Similar efforts of racial readjustment are also made 
by the interracial religious committees, especially in 
1 J. L. Gillin, Social Problems, p. 110. 
2 Ibid., p. 110. 
8 Ibid., p. 110. 
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the South.l. 
In addition to these attempts, the exchange of 
students between countries, student parties traveling in 
foreign countries, international houses and cosmopolitan 
clubs in some cities, schools and colleges, foster racial 
understanding. 
l. Ibid., p. 111. 
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Despite all attempts of these agencies and organiza-
tions, race prejudice still has its influence on American 
life. The reason is that racial attitudes are not always 
simple reactions to certain stimuli and, consequently, it 
is difficult to distinguish the various causative factors. 
The immigrants and natives both experience·many odd and 
unfamiliar feelings when they come in contact with each 
other. An immigrant may act cautiously because of the 
strangeness of the new social environment, and he may 
respond slowly, which inclines the native to think him 
stupid or backward and, in consequence, the immigrant may 
be viewed as a curiosity. In return he withdraws further 
and acts more strangely than before, and the social gulf 
between them widens. 
The Jew often finds himself in a complicated situ-
ation. He strives to get ahead, but in.so doing 
arouses adverse attitudes against him. He reacts 
against these, thereby displaying his worst nature. 
Still more antipathy against him is aroused, and the 
race situation changes from bad to intolerable. 1 
This kind of friction stimulates dislike in both 
classes. 
Citing an example of Japanese on the Pacific Coast, 
Mr. Otto Klineberg points out the odd position which 
1 Emory s. Bogardus, Immigration and Race Attitudes, 
P• 136. 
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immigrants face in a strange land. 
If they asked less than the going wage, they were 
threatening the American standard of living; if they 
demanded better wages, they were avaricious; if they 
were successful in farming and saved enough to buy 
their own ranch, they were driving the whites out; if 
they were unsuccessful, they were "wearing out the 
land." This if the stuff out of which racial theories 
are made • 1 
The question of the second generation is quite 
complicated. Although they are American citizens they are 
cut off from America by race and from their native countries 
by custom. They are the victims of the situation. This is 
especially true in the case of the American-born Orientals. 
Although their life background--ideals of life, education, 
religion--are American, they cannot enjoy full American 
citizenship. 
In such social situations and conflicts of interest, 
a person becomes unconsciously and hopelessly the victim 
of race prejudices. Many sons and daughters feel under 
obligation to parental wish to carry forward racial mores 
which have little scientific foundation, and their lack of 
accurate knowledge is at the bottom of much injustice. 
When we try to find out. the exact cause of race 
prejudice, we are confronted with conflicting ideals, inter-
ests, and motivations. Comparatively few persons have 
either the opportunity or the time to know the life of other 
1 Otto Klineberg, Race Diff·erences, p. 345 • 
I. 
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peoples; this knowledge is not easy to acquire. Moreover, 
prejudice, differing background, and diverse interests 
stand as barriers against such knowledge. 
Dr. Cuthbert Hall, who was many years ago Barrows 
lecturer to India, called attention to the fact that 
few Occidentals ever knew or understood Orientals. 
OUr long background of thinking makes us almost 
incapable of understanding these people who seem to 
approach life from an angle opposite to that from 
which we approach it. 1 
To understand human relations is not an easy task. 
OUr tendencies to act are not simple behaviour patterns; 
they are the product of the entire social organization. 
Thus, behaviour problems are extremely complex, and can be 
studied and understood only by those specialists who have 
mastered the basic techniques fundamental to social prob-
lems. Evidently there is no one remedy for removing racial 
prejudice. The task is, therefore, to go at it from the 
bottom up. If attitudes are to be changed in the face of 
the forces tending to perpetuate them, the only hope is 
to reach them early and to give to children habits of 
favorable reactions to other races which will stay with 
them through life. We know that early impressions are 
especially lasting; they can be modified only in childhood, 11 
I as soon as their first appearance is observed. ,, 
The home atmosphere thus early influences children 
1 Willis D. Weatherford and Charles S. Johnson, 
Race Relations, p. vi. 
I 
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to express either favorable or unfavorable racial attitudes, 
because of the uncritical ability of children. Where the 
home is tolerant racially, the children respond similarly. 
A good home can teach the children open-mindedness, sensi-
tiveness to the demands of justice, appreciation of accu-
rate information, and desire of understanding. Regardless 
of race distinction, parents should appreciate what is 
good in various racial groups. ·Thus, parents have power 
to determine somewhat the social atmosphere in which their 
children are to grow up. But, unfortunately, average 
parents are not well equipped to give the right kind of 
_ training to their children; they require far greater 
knowledge than they possess of the child mind in general 
·before they can successfully cope with any particular form 
of reaction that seems to them undesirable. 
In the same way, schools have a particularly im-
portant function to perform. The courses taught in the 
school, the teacher's attitude toward pupils, and the 
general school atmosphere, can do much in the way of improv-
ing and fostering favorable race attitudes in school chil-
di"en. Unfortunately, "American educators in the construc-
tion of curricula and in the preparation of school programs 
have not considered the specific social and cultural needs 
of the particular group with which they were dealing." 1 
1 F. J. Brown and J. L. Roucek, editors, ~Racial 
and National Minorities, p. 765. 
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The contradictory attitudes given to children make 
much confusion in the child mind. Therefore, some con-
centrated effort toward orderly cooperation is necessary 
between school, home, and other organizations. Cooperation 
is the only remedy for the present chaos and wanton waste 
of human potentialities created by unadjusted group rela-
tions. Any plan for social adjustment must be a compromise 
if it is to gain sufficient adherents from various sides 
to put it into operation. Confusion as to aim in these 
groups will produce conflict of principles, which eventually 
will prove contradictory to the motive of each. If home 
teaches one thing, the school another, and other agencies 
a third, this creates a c~nfusion in children's minds. 
Often the children who go to the same schools have not been 
separated according to race in this institution, but many 
of them are in boy scout and camp fire girl groups that 
insist on such discrimination. Even in social organization~ 
such as Y.M.C.A's, community centers, and other groups of 
this nature, there is great diversity of opinion and, some-
times, real perplexity as regards the best method to be used 
for strengthening or bringing about racial attitudes favor-
able to cooperation. In all parts of the United States 
there are all types of communities and all kinds of social 
institutions engaged in the work, but all disagree whole-
heartedly about methods, aims, and basic assumptions. They 
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have no common philosophy with respect to forming race 
attitudes; consequently, they work at cross-purposes and 
this, naturally, affects the results. Thus, cooperation 
and coordination of all these agencies, through a unified 
program adapted to community needs, is essential. In 
short, the unprejudiced home, the socially efficient school, 
and the sound policies and programs of agencies, combined 
could do much toward broadening views and attitudes about 
I\ races from childhood, as well as toward arousing sympathetic 
I 
'I understanding and heal thy public opinion. 
Despite the objectionable features of home, school, 
and other agencies, their efforts in this direction are 
praiseworthy and promising. America has, at least, fully 
realized the value of such organizations and it is not 
improbable that the immediate future of American culture 
will prove vastly more brilliant than its past. 
.. 1 __________ ··--· 
DIGEST 
America is a "Melting Pot" and, as such, varieties 
of cultures meet here: the culture conflicts arise as a 
natural concomitant and out of these conflicts, race-
antagonism and race-antipathies emerge, which in turn give 
way to race prejudice. All these together cause unjust 
treatment of the minority peoples in America. 
Prejudice is not inborn, but is created by one's 
environment. These environmental factors, responsible for 
race prejudice, are many and are overlapping in regard to 
cause and effect. Yet, the economic factor, the belief in 
chosen races, and the traditions and mores of a society, 
seem largely accountable for race prejudice. 
The world's culture has been brought to America 
during each social and economic stage. Whenever the culture 
of immigrants was similar to that of the natives of America 
and the competition in the economic field was not sharp, 
there was little, if any, race conflict. This, obviously, 
explains the attitude toward "old" immigrants and their 
treatment in America. These immigrants took little time 
in adjusting satisfactorily to the American ways and 
living. They became part and parcel of the American societ 
and, in a short period, people forgot that these immigrants 
were strangers. 
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after 1870. The cultural, social, and economic background 
of these immigrants was different and, in some cases, quite 
opposite to the American conditions. Moreover, at this 
time, the social and economic situations in America were 
very much upset, due to the Industrial Revolution. In 
almost every important field, there were great upheavals 
and enormous changes. 
Confronted with these complex situations, both 
immigrants and natives found it very difficult to adapt to 
each other without many conflicts. These conflicts gave 
sufficient causes for the development of prejudicial atti-
tudes toward each other. 
The question of Orientals is very different and 
more serious than both "old" and "new" immigrants. In 
addition to their different social, economic, and cultural 
background, the striking difference in their physical 
characteristics has been an important factor in creating 
and maintaining race-prejudice against them. 
Race prejudice against Negroes constitutes a still 
different problem. Negroes are not immigrants and, so, 
are quite familiar with American culture, social conditions, 
and economic situations. Yet, on account of the maximum 
physical differences between the white and the negro groups, 
and due to the constant economic and social competition 
li ~~----~~~~=-~======c.:.:::_··-···==-.. ·-'-=-=--=··:· 
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between the large negro group and the whites, prejudice 
against the former seems much more prominent than against 
-----~-----
.I 
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any other racial or national minority in America. 
In all groups, however, the influence of race 
prejudice on the economic and social conditions is quite 
apparent. These groups are given very limited opportuni-
ties to advance themselves according to their ability, 
aptitude, or choice. This is especially true of Negroes. 
Handicapped by such social and economic circum-
stances, the immigrant and the Negro find it difficult 
to adjust satisfactorily to American ways and living, and 
they try to get satisfaction through socially undesirable 
means. 
The children of immigrants, in addition to their 
poor living and economic conditions are faced with many 
odd temptations, and lead an unsteady and conflicting life. 
It is, therefore, not surprising that social evils, such 
as poverty, diseases, and crime, arise among these people. 
Due to their low standard of living, the unfamiliar 
social structure, and the race prejudice felt against them, 
many of these immigrants suffer mental unhappiness. They 
do not feel that America is their country, and the American 
natives do not feel that these people are citizens of 
America. 
Between whatever racial groups such hostile feelings 
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exist, the gulf widens and the problem becomes more and 
more difficult for satisfactory solution. 
The chief difficulty to face in the problem of rac·e 
prejudice is that people often fail to understand the 
different cultural and social backgrounds of various racial 
and national groups, and do not judge persons as indiviid-
uals on the basis of reasonable knowledge. This under-
standing and knowledge of racial groups is hard to get if 
the home and the school do not whole-heartedly help in 
obtaining it. 
It seems, therefore, that the moat promising way 
to eliminate racial prejudice is to give favorable 
to the individual in his formative years. 
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